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Abstract

Abstract
The dissertation focused on the research, implementation, and evaluation of particle filters for radar

target track filtering of a maneuvering target, through quantitative simulations and analysis thereof.

Target track filtering, also called target track smoothing, aims to minimize the error between a radar

target's predicted and actual position.  From the literature it had been suggested that particle filters

were more suitable  for  filtering in  non-linear/non-Gaussian  systems.   Furthermore,  it  had been

determined that particle filters were a relatively newer field of research relating to radar target track

filtering for non-linear, non-Gaussian maneuvering target tracking problems, compared to the more

traditional and widely known and implemented approaches and techniques.  The objectives of the

research project had been achieved through the development of a software radar target tracking

filter simulator, which implemented a sequential importance re-sampling particle filter algorithm

and suitable  target and noise models.   This particular particle filter  had been identified from a

review of the theory of particle filters.  The theory of the more conventional tracking filters used in

radar  applications  had  also  been  reviewed  and  discussed.   The  performance  of  the  sequential

importance re-sampling particle filter for radar target track filtering had been evaluated through

quantitative simulations and analysis thereof, using predefined metrics identified from the literature.

These  metrics  had  been  the  root  mean  squared  error  metric  for  accuracy,  and  the  normalized

processing  time  metric  for  computational  complexity.   It  had  been  shown  that  the  sequential

importance  re-sampling  particle  filter  achieved  improved  accuracy  performance  in  the  track

filtering of a maneuvering radar target in a non-Gaussian (Laplacian) noise environment, compared

to a Gaussian noise environment.  It had also been shown that the accuracy performance of the

sequential importance re-sampling particle filter is a function of the number of particles used in the

sequential importance re-sampling particle filter algorithm.  The sequential importance re-sampling

particle filter had also been compared to two conventional tracking filters, namely the alpha-beta

filter  and  the  Singer-Kalman  filter,  and  had  better  accuracy  performance  in  both  cases.   The

normalized processing time of the sequential importance re-sampling particle filter had been shown

to be a function of the number of particles used in the sequential importance re-sampling particle

filter algorithm.  The normalized processing time of the sequential importance re-sampling particle

filter had been shown to be higher than that of both the alpha-beta filter and the Singer-Kalman

filter.  Analysis of the posterior Cramér-Rao lower bound of the sequential importance re-sampling

particle filter had also been conducted and presented in the dissertation.
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 Chapter 1 : Introduction

 Chapter 1 : Introduction

 1.1 Overview

A radio detection and ranging (radar) system is an electromagnetic sensor that detects the location

of  objects  through the  reception  of  reflected  electromagnetic  energy  [1].   The  basic  functional

components of a general radar system are:

1. antenna;

2. transmitter;

3. receiver;

4. signal processor.

Each of these components are complex systems in themselves that have various subsystems that are

not mentioned here.  One of the components in some radar system's signal processor is the target

tracking subsystem, which has the function of detecting and tracking targets.  The target tracking

subsystem functions through the implementation of a target tracking algorithm.  The target tracking

algorithm in the radar system's signal processor consists of four basic components [2], namely:

1. target detection;

2. target resolution;

3. target-to-track association;

4. target track filtering.

Target detection involves the conversion of radar measurements into target echoes, usually based on

a  detection  threshold  determined  by  a  false  alarm  rate  and  probability  of  detection.   Target

resolution  involves  the  resolving  of  closely  spaced  objects  and  clutter  into  individual  targets,

through  techniques  like  Doppler  processing  (velocity  resolution)  or  pulse  compression  (range

resolution).   Target-to-track  association  has  the  objective  of  assigning  individual  target

measurements to potential tracks.  Target track filtering has the objective of estimating a target's

position, velocity and acceleration based on the current measurements.  Target track filtering aims to

minimize the error between the target's predicted and actual position, velocity and acceleration.  A

number of radar target tracking filter algorithms exist, with the most common and widely studied
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 Chapter 1 : Introduction

being:

1. the alpha-beta filter and the Kalman filter with its numerous variations and extensions [3],

[4],  [5];

2. the Gauss-Newton and polynomial filters with its numerous variations and extensions  [6],

[7], [8].

However, the alpha-beta filter and the general Kalman filter only perform well in tracking targets

with linear  or  non-maneuvering trajectories [9],  [10],  [11].   The  Gauss-Newton filter  has  been

shown to effectively track highly maneuvering targets under certain conditions [8], [12], [13].  The

polynomial filter has been shown to be equivalent to one of the alpha-beta filter extensions, namely

the  alpha-beta-gamma  filter  [7],  and  thus  has  limitations  in  tracking  non-linear/non-Gaussian

systems  [14].  The particle filter, as suggested by  [15], is an optimal algorithm for maneuvering

target tracking problems that performs better than the general Kalman filter and even the non-linear

Extended Kalman Filter (EKF).  This view is supported by the work of [16] on tracking targets with

very  low  signal-to-noise  ratio  (SNR),  and  by  the  work  of  [17] on  tracking  targets  in  marine

environments with high levels of sea clutter.

 1.2 Statement of Research Problem

The dissertation will focus on the research, implementation, and evaluation of a particle filter for

radar target track filtering of a maneuvering target, through quantitative simulations and analysis

thereof.

 1.3 Delineation of Research

Although a number of non-linear  radar  target  tracking filters  exist  [9],  this  research will  focus

specifically on the evaluation of the particle filter and only for tracking a single target.  The research

conducted in this project is contained within these boundaries for the following reasons:

1. non-linear tracking is an active field of research, particularly relating to radar applications;

2. particle  filter  based  radar  target  track  filtering  is  a  relatively  newer  field  of  research,

particularly relating to radar applications;

3. particle filter based radar target track filtering is suggested to be more suited for non-linear,

non-Gaussian maneuvering target tracking problems;

4. initially evaluation of single target tracking is done to determine the feasibility of extending
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the research to multiple target scenarios in the future.

The target will be tracked after the detection phase of the radar system's signal processor, as track-

before-detect (TBD) target tracking filters is a separate field of study that deals with tracking targets

before  they  are  declared  as  such.   Furthermore,  the  particle  filter  will  be  evaluated  through

quantitative simulations and analysis thereof.  It is beyond the scope of the present dissertation to

achieve practical implementation of the tracking technique to a tracking radar system, but to do so

is an area of future work.

 1.4 Objectives of Research 

The objectives of the research conducted for the dissertation are as follows:

1. develop a generic simulation framework for evaluating radar target tracking filters in Scilab

5.5.0   (http://www.scilab.org/),  an  open  source  MATLAB  clone,  with  the  following

components:

1. target model;

2. noise model;

3. target tracking filter model;

4. display and data capture capability.

2. evaluate a particle filter algorithm for use as a radar target tracking filter through simulation

and analysis thereof according the predefined metrics;

3. identify from the literature review any limitations in the field of research and extend the

field of research by addressing these research limitations.

 1.5 Research Methodology

The research methodology used in conducting the research for the dissertation consisted of the

following components:

1. a literature review and critique;

2. software implementation of a particle filter algorithm;

3. quantitative (Monte Carlo) simulations;

4. analysis and evaluation of simulation results through defined performance metrics.
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 1.6 Dissertation Layout

The  dissertation  is  divided  into  seven  primary  sections  that  are  reflected  as  chapters  and  two

secondary sections containing the references and the appendices.  The layout of the dissertation is

described to give an overview of the contents of each section:

• Chapter 1 : Introduction

This chapter serves as an introduction to the dissertation and the research conducted for

the dissertation.

• Chapter 2 : Literature Review

The literature review and critique that has been undertaken is presented in this chapter.

• Chapter 3 : Target Tracking Filter Theory

An overview of the theory of radar target tracking filters is presented in this chapter

through the presentation of the most prominent target tracking filters from literature.

• Chapter 4 : Particle Filter Theory and Operation

The theory and operation of the particle filter is discussed in depth in this chapter due to

its relevance to the research conducted for the dissertation.

• Chapter 5 : Radar Target Tracking Filter Simulator

The design, implementation and operation of the radar target tracking filter simulator is

discussed  in  this  chapter.   The  radar  target  tracking  filter  simulator  is  used  for  the

quantitative simulation, evaluation and analysis of the particle filter  as a radar target

tracking filter in Chapter 6.

• Chapter 6 : Quantitative Simulation, Evaluation and Analysis of Particle Filter

The quantitative simulation, evaluation and analysis of the particle filter as a radar target

tracking filter is discussed in this chapter, using the radar target tracking simulator as

described in Chapter 5.

• Chapter 7 : Conclusions and Recommendations

The conclusions and recommendations of future work based on the research conducted

for the dissertation, are presented in this chapter.
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• References

The references cited in the dissertation are listed in this section, using the  Institute of

Electrical  and Electronics  Engineers  (IEEE)  Referencing convention for  citation and

referencing.

• Appendices

Supplementary material in support of the research conducted for the dissertation, like

source code etc., is given in this section.

 1.7 Summary

This chapter has presented a general overview of the project, focusing on the research problem,

research objectives, and research methodology.  An overview of the layout of the dissertation has

also been presented.  Chapter 2 will present the literature review and critique that is relevant to the

present project.
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 Chapter 2 : Literature Review

 Chapter 2 : Literature Review

 2.1 Introduction

The literature review that has been undertaken for the research conducted for the dissertation and a

discussion thereof, is presented in this chapter.  The literature review focuses on particle filters and

their implementation as radar target tracking filters, due to their relevance to the research conducted

for the dissertation.

 2.2 Literature Review

 2.2.1 Context and Concepts

A concept-centric literature review has been performed to identify the recurring themes, focus areas,

and persistent constraints addresses in the literature of the research field.  From an initial review of

the research field, the following key concepts, with a description of each concept, were identified

for use in the concept-centric literature review's concept matrix, as shown in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Key Concepts of Literature Review

Concept Description

Accuracy the  primary  metric  used  in  evaluating  radar

target tracking filters

Normalized Processing Time the  secondary  metric  used  in  evaluating  radar

target tracking filters

Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) Metric the  metric  used  to  compute  the  accuracy of  a

radar target tracking filter

Simulated the primary research methodology of computer

simulation is used in the research

Alternative Proposed an alternative or improved radar target tracking

filter architecture is proposed

Bi-static/Multi-static Radar the research focuses on target tracking using bi-

static/multi-static radar systems
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Concept Description

Multiple Objects the research focuses on the tracking of multiple

objects/targets

Passive Radar the  research  focuses  on  target  tracking  using

passive radar systems

Image Processing the  research  focuses  on  target  tracking  using

image processing techniques

Compared to Other Types the performance of different radar target tracking

filters are compared to one another

 2.2.2 Concept Matrix

The concept matrix used for the literature review is shown in Table 2.2.  For each row in the table

which corresponds to a specific literature reference, the matching concept addressed in the literature

is indicated in the corresponding concept column with an “X”.

Table 2.2: Literature Review Concept Matrix

Concepts

References

A
cc

ur
ac

y

N
or

m
al
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ed

 P
ro

ce
ss

in
g 

T
im

e

R
M

S
E

 M
et
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c

S
im

ul
at

ed

A
lte

rn
at

iv
e 

Pr
op

os
ed

B
i-

st
at

ic
/M

ul
ti-

st
at

ic
 R

ad
ar

M
ul

tip
le

 O
bj

ec
ts

P
as

si
ve

 R
ad

ar

Im
ag

e 
P

ro
ce

ss
in

g

C
om

pa
re

d 
to

 O
th

er
 T

yp
es

Arulampalam et al. [15] X X X X

Abdoul-Moaty et al. [18] X X X X X X X

Liu et al. [19] X X X

Tilton et al. [20] X X X X X

Zhan et al. [21] X X X X

Zhang & Chen [22] X X X X

Zhang et al. [23] X X X X X X
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Yin et al. [24] X X X X X

Oudjane & Musso [25] X X X X

Tobias & Lanterman [26] X X X X X

Wang et al. [27] X X X X

Zhao et al. [28] X X X X X

Ishibashi et al. [29] X X X X X

Kazem & Salut [30] X X

Godsill & Vermaak [31] X X X

Godsill et al. [32] X X X

Guo et al. [33] X X

Ng et al. [34] X X X X

Ng et al. [35] X X X X

Ulker et al. [36] X X X X

Van der Merwe et al. [37] X X X X X

Cevher et al. [38] X X X X

Maskell et al. [39] X X X X X

Sobhani et al. [40] X X X X X

Li & Wang [41] X X X X X

Li et al. [42] X X X X X

Li et al. [43] X X X X X
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Benavoli & Di Lallo [44] X X X X X

Herman & Moulin [45] X X X X X

Foo [46] X X X X X

Soysal & Efe [47] X X X X X

Chen & Huang [48] X X X

 2.2.3 Review of Research Field

The primary research focus related to radar target tracking filters, is the tracking accuracy that can

be achieved with various target tracking filters (see “Accuracy” column in Table 2.2).  Accuracy as

related to tracking filters, is described in Section 3.2.1.  In approximately half the cases in Table 2.2,

various different types of target tracking filters have been compared in order to determine which

had a higher degree of accuracy under certain conditions (see “Compared to Other Type” column in

Table 2.2).  In the other cases, target tracking filters of the same type have been compared to one

another  to  determine  which  had  a  higher  degree  of  accuracy  under  certain  conditions,  while

proposing improvements to that specific type of target tracking filter.

The primary metric used when comparing various target tracking filters, is the root mean squared

error (RMSE) metric (see “RMSE metric” column in Table 2.2).  This metric quantifies how closely

the target tracking filter will match the target's true path.  A secondary metric that has been used in

some instances is the processing time taken by various target tracking filters [18], [19], [20], [21],

[22],  [23].  Computational complexity is however not a common metric used in evaluating target

tracking filters, largely due to it  not being a central  research focus,  although it  is an important

metric  for  the  practical  implementation  of  target  tracking  filters.   It  nevertheless  has  been

mentioned, but not investigated in some instances [24].

The most common research methodology that is used in performing target tracking filter research, is
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through computer simulation (see “Simulated” column in Table 2.2).  This allows for the efficient

evaluation of various target tracking filters without the need to implement and verify them in a

practical  radar  system,  which  can  be  performed  at  a  later  stage.   The  simulations  are  largely

conducted in two-dimensional Cartesian coordinates, but three-dimensional Cartesian coordinates

are also used depending on the radar system and environment being modeled.

Some alternative architectures to the generic particle filter has been proposed and evaluated with

respect to their use as radar target tracking filters.  A summary of these proposed alternatives with

their relevant references are listed:

1. particle filter with added smoothing [18];

2. particle filter with progressive correction / Rao-Blackwellised particle filter [25];

3. particle filter with particle placement [26];

4. evolutionary particle filter / improved evolutionary particle filter [27];

5. adaptive particle filter [28].

As  stated  at  the  beginning of  Section  2.2.3,  the  primary research  focus  related  to  radar  target

tracking filters, is the tracking accuracy that can be achieved with various target tracking filters, and

this has been the aim of the reported research efforts.  The research efforts have specifically tried to

improve the accuracy of existing particle filters.

In certain cases the particle filter has been combined with other types of tracking filters to produce a

new hybrid type of filter, for example the noise-estimate particle probability hypothesis density

filter (NP-PHDF) [29], and the Markov chain Monte Carlo iterated extended Kalman particle filter

(MCMC-IEKPF)  [23].  Furthermore, alternative implementations of the  generic particle filter has

been proposed that are not related to radar target tracking filters, as listed:

1. variable rate particle filter [31], [34], [35], [36];

2. unscented particle filter (UPF) [37];

3. polynomial predictive particle filter [24].

The majority of the research focused on tracking single targets with conventional,  mono-static,

active, radar systems.  In the case of multiple target tracking, the targets were either treated as

individual targets [29], [34], [35], or treated as an image processing problem [38].  Some multiple

target tracking approaches have relied on the fact that the radar systems used were either bi-static or
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multi-static in order to resolve and track individual targets [39], [40].

Some research has focused specifically on target tracking in passive radar systems using particle

filters.   The  central  focus  of  some of  this  research  has  been on the  use  of  the  time-of-arrival

measurements from the passive radar system in tracking the targets with particle filters [41], [42],

[43].   The  other  research  focused  on  target  tracking  with  particle  filters  in  general  without

considering the impact of it being used in a passive radar system [26], [44], [45].

Similarly, in a few cases where target tracking with particle filtering in multi-static radar systems

were considered, the fact that the radar system was multi-static in nature had no direct bearing on

the research conducted [18], [46].  An exception was in the case where the geometry of the multi-

static radar system was used in the target tracking process [47].

Some researchers have treated the problem of radar target tracking as an image processing problem

[26],  [38],  [45],  [48].  Image processing techniques have been applied  to combine simultaneous

tracking and classifying of targets based on their  radar cross section (RCS)  [45], [48], or where

limited data or data of low quality was available from the radar [26], [38].

 2.2.4 Critique of Research Field

A number of limitations have been identified from the research discussed so far, which has been

addressed  in  this  project.   These  limitations  and  the  relevant  sections  of  the  dissertation  that

addresses these limitations, are as follows:

1. The quality of the external  model of the target,  that  is  the exact  motion model  used to

represent the target, used for evaluating the performance of the radar target tracking filter is

lacking or not fully justified.  The external model that has been used in the project, and the

quality thereof, is discussed in Section 5.4.2 and Section 5.4.3.

2. The noise model used for evaluating the performance of the radar target tracking filter is not

clearly defined or assumed to be Gaussian, in the the literature reviewed that was relevant to

this  dissertation.   A performance  comparison  of  particle  filter  based  radar  target  track

filtering for both Gaussian and non-Gaussian noise models are thus lacking in the field of

research.  The definition of the different noise models that have been used in the project is

presented in Section 5.5.

3. The number of simulation iterations used for evaluating the performance of the radar target

tracking filter, and which has a direct impact on determining the accuracy of the radar target
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tracking filter, is not reported in the literature reviewed.  The theoretical justification of the

number of simulation iterations that has been used in the project is presented in Section 6.3.

4. The performance of particle filter based radar target track filtering under simulated single-

target, track-after-detect scenarios with missed target detections and transient detections, is

not always fully explored in the field of research, except in the case of multi-sensor, multi-

target tracking scenarios.  The performance of particle filter based radar target track filtering

under the conditions of:

1. missed target detections is discussed in Section 6.6.1.2, and

2. transient detections is discussed in Section 6.6.1.3.

5. The computational  complexity of  particle  filters  for  radar  target  track  filtering  is  rarely

discussed in the field of research.  The results of the evaluation of the normalized processing

time of particle filter based radar target track filtering is presented in Section 6.6.2.

 2.3 Summary

In this chapter a  concept-centric  review of the literature has been presented as it relates to radar

target tracking filters and specifically to the particle filter and its use as a radar target tracking filter.

The central issues that have been identified from the literature review are:

1. the primary research focus in the field of radar target tracking filters;

2. the primary and secondary metrics used in evaluating radar target tracking filters;

3. the common research methodology used;

4. some alternative particle filter architectures;

5. the specific radar systems and architectures modeled;

6. the limitations in the field of research.

The identification of these issues are important as it relates to the objectives of the present research

project as stated in Chapter  Error: Reference source not found.  In Chapter  3, an overview of the

theory of radar target tracking filters will be presented through a discussion of the most prominent

radar target tracking filters from literature.
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 Chapter 3 : Target Tracking Filter Theory

 3.1 Introduction

An overview of the theory of radar target tracking filters is presented in this chapter through the

presentation of the most prominent radar target tracking filters from literature.  Target tracking filter

algorithms in radar target tracking can broadly be classified into two groups [2], namely:

1. parametric estimation;

2. stochastic state estimation.

Parametric  estimation  tracking  filter  algorithms  function  by  assuming  a  perfect  model  for  the

motion of the target being tracked.  On the other hand, stochastic state estimation tracking filter

algorithms function by assuming an imperfect model for the motion of the target being tracked.

Stochastic state estimation tracking filter algorithms are better to use in real world applications like

radar,  since  they  are  considered  to  be  more  consistent  and  thus  more  accurate  in  tracking

maneuvering targets [2].  For this reason, only stochastic state estimation tracking filter algorithms

will be considered here.  It should be noted that this chapter does not present an exhaustive list of

tracking filter algorithms, but provides an overview of the salient tracking filter algorithms.

 3.2 Introductory Concepts

 3.2.1 Accuracy and Precision

The difference  between accuracy and precision  can  be  explained as  follows,  with  reference  to

Figure 3.1 [49].  Accuracy can be defined as the difference between the true value and the measured

value of a quantity.  Precision can be defined as the repeatability of multiple measured values of the

same quantity.   Accuracy is  quantified by the  mean error,  while  precision  is  quantified by the

standard deviation of the error.  In Figure 3.1(a), high accuracy and low precision target shooting is

illustrated,  which  has  a  low error  mean and a  high standard  deviation.   In  Figure  3.1(b), low

accuracy and high precision target shooting is illustrated, which has a high error mean and a low

standard deviation.  In Figure 3.1(c) high accuracy and high precision target shooting is illustrated,

which has a low error mean and a low standard deviation.
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Figure 3.1: Accuracy and Precision

Accuracy is the primary metric in determining radar target tracking filter performance, since the

purpose of a radar target tracking filter is to minimize the difference between the true position and

the measured position of the radar target, i.e. the mean position error.  A number of factors introduce

errors  in  radar  measurements  that  impact  both  the  accuracy  and  the  precision  of  radar

measurements, namely:

1. noise and clutter;

2. target glint1 and scintillation error2;

3. multi-path signal propagation;

4. signal quantization and sampling rate;

5. gain and phase calibration;

6. antenna pointing errors and radar boresighting3.

Since the factors that introduce noise into radar measurements are assumed to be random  [49],

repeated  simulation  of  radar  measurements  with  noise  will  produce  a  cumulative  mean

1 The inherent component of error in measurement of position and/or Doppler frequency of a complex target due to
interference of the reflections from different elements of the target.  Note that glint may have peak values beyond the
target extent in the measured coordinate [50].
2 Error in radar-derived target position or Doppler frequency caused by interaction of the scintillation spectrum with
frequencies used in sequential measurement techniques [50].
3 The process of aligning the electrical and mechanical axes of a directional antenna system, usually by an optical
procedure [50].
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measurement  error  close  to  zero,  if  the  number  of  simulation  iterations  is  large  enough.   The

accuracy of the radar target tracking filter then becomes independent of the signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR).  However, the measurement precision, i.e. the standard deviation of the measurement error,

is dependent on the SNR.  An increase in SNR results in a decrease in precision, as expressed

through the following proportional equation [49]:

σ ∝
1

4√ SNR

with SNR  the signal-to-noise ratio.

(3.1)

Determining the number of simulation iterations for radar target tracking filter accuracy evaluation,

will be discussed in Section 6.2.

 3.2.2 Target Coordinate System

In general, a radar system produces measurement vectors that consists of range, r, azimuth angle, θ,

and elevation angle, φ, components.  The target tracking filter algorithm can be formulated to use a

variety  of  coordinate  system,  for  example  Cartesian  coordinates  for  the  tracking  of  a  target.

Alternative coordinate systems that are used in radar systems for physical alignment are the North-

East-Down  (NED),  with  reference  to  Figure  3.2 [6],  or  the  East-North-Up  (ENU)  coordinate

systems, with reference to Figure 3.3 [6].
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Figure 3.2: NED Coordinate System

Figure 3.3: ENU Coordinate System

The radar measurement vectors can be converted to Cartesian coordinates for the target tracking

filter using the following equations [2]:
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x=r cosθ cosϕ

y=r sinθ cosϕ

z=r sinθ

with x , y , z  the Cartesian coordinates,

r the target range,

θ  the azimuth angle, and

ϕ  the elevation angle.

(3.2)

The Cartesian coordinates produced by the output of the target tracking filter can also be converted

to radar measurement vectors using the following equations [2]:

r=√ x2
+ y2

+z2

θ=tan−1( y
x )

ϕ=cos−1( z
r )

with r the target range,

θ  the azimuth angle,

ϕ  the elevation angle, and

x , y , z  the Cartesian coordinates.

(3.3)

For  other  radar  architectures,  for  example  a  passive  bi-static  radar  that  uses  bi-static  range,  r,

azimuth angle, θ, and bi-static Doppler frequency, fd, measurements, equations have been developed

to convert these measurements into Cartesian coordinates for input into a target tracking filter [44].

It should also be noted that in the literature the range,  r, is also referred to and denoted as slant

range, ρ.
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 3.3 Target Tracking Filters

 3.3.1 Alpha-Beta Filter

The alpha-beta filter is mathematically defined by [1] as follows:

xs(k )=x p(k )+α×[ xm(k )−x p(k )]

v s(k )=v s(k−1)+(β ×[ xm(k )−x p(k )]
T )

x p(k+1)= xs(k )+[vs(k )×T ]

with xs(k )  the filtered position,

vs(k )  the filtered velocity,

x p(k )  the predicted position,

xm(k )  the measured position,

T  the detection interval,

α  the position gain, and

β  the velocity gain.

 (3.4)

From this description it can be seen that the existing target track position from the radar system is

updated with a filtered position state and velocity state.  This produces the predicted target track

position.  The position gain and velocity gain,  α and  β, determines the filtered position state and

velocity state smoothed update value.  According to  [1], small position and velocity gains make

small corrections in the target's predicted position.  This results in the tracking filter being less

sensitive to noise, but less responsive to fast maneuvers by the target being tracked and thus having

a larger deviation from the assumed target model.  The converse is thus also true; larger position

and velocity gains will result in more tracking noise, but a faster response to fast maneuvers by the

target being tracked.  If the position gain and the velocity gain is equal to zero (i.e., α = β = 0), then

the target  tracking filter  uses  no information about  the target's  current  position,  only about  the

target's filtered previous position.  If the position gain and the velocity gain is equal to one (i.e., α =

β = 1), then no target filtering or smoothing is applied.
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The  computational  efficiency  of  the  alpha-beta  tracking  filter  can  be  observed  from  its

mathematical description as it only involves basic arithmetic computations.  It also does not require

large amounts of memory as it only needs access to the previous position prediction and current

filtered position and velocity values to be able to predict the target's next position.

A number of variations and extensions to the alpha-beta filter has been developed to enhance its

performance, while also increasing its computational complexity.  The more prominent of these

filters will  briefly be mentioned here for completeness, namely:

1. alpha-beta-gamma filter [3]:

alpha-beta filter with added acceleration;

2. alpha-beta-gamma-lambda filter [51]:

alpha-beta-gamma filter with added acceleration gain constraint;

3. augmented alpha-beta filter [4]:

1. also called a growing-memory / alpha-beta (GMAB) filter;

2. alpha-beta filter with dynamically adjusting position and velocity gain.

 3.3.2 Kalman Filter

The Kalman filter, as proposed by [52], is a recursive digital filter that can optimally estimate the

future state of a system based on the current state data of the system that could, and in practice

would, also contain a noise component, usually additive, zero-mean, white, Gaussian noise with a

known covariance.  As the Kalman filter is recursive, the filter require the storage of the previous

state data of the system being modeled.  Since the Kalman filter uses a linear system state equation

to model the target, it does not perform well when tracking maneuvering targets [3].  The Kalman

filter is mathematically defined by [1] as follows:
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X (t k + 1)=ϕ ( t k)×X (t k )+A(t k )+Ap(t k )

with X (t k + 1)  the filtered target state at time t k + 1 ,

X (t k )  the target state at time t k ,

ϕ ( t k)  the transition matrix that moves the target linearly over an elapsed time,

A(t k)  the target state change due to unknown acceleration, and

Ap(t k )  the target state change due to known acceleration.

(3.5)

The target state at time tk, namely X(tk), consists of a position and velocity component for the target

being tracked.  The target state change due to unknown acceleration, namely  A(tk),  is generally

caused by the target maneuvering or atmospheric drag on the target.  This component is zero-mean

and  is  characterized  by  its  covariance  matrix,  namely  Q(tk).   At  each  radar  measurement  the

acceleration is sampled to produce a discrete covariance matrix, if it is assumed that the unknown

target  maneuver  is  a  white-noise  process.   Thus  in  practice,  the  Kalman  filter  continuously

computes  the  covariance  matrix  of  the  target's  estimated  position  and dynamically updates  the

filtered target state  X(tk+1).  The target state change due to known acceleration, namely  Ap(tk), is

generally caused by gravity or Coriolis acceleration and can thus be corrected since it is known.

Thus in short, the filtered target state can be produced from the current measured target state, the

target's  transition  matrix  modeling  the  target's  motion,  the  target's  unknown  acceleration

characterized by its covariance matrix, and the target's known acceleration.

A number of variations and extensions to the Kalman filter have been developed to improve its

performance, while also increasing its computational complexity.  Once again, the more prominent

of these filters will  briefly be mentioned here for completeness, namely:

1. extended Kalman filter [3]:

Kalman filter that linearizes the target's dynamics;

2. unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [53]:

extended Kalman filter  that uses a deterministic sampling approach to determine the

state distribution;

3. nearest neighbour (NN) Kalman filter [5]:
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Kalman filter that uses nearest neighbour data association techniques;

4. interacting multiple model (IMM) filter [3], [5]:

uses  multiple  dynamic  target  models  based  on  a  prediction  of  the  target's  expected

behaviour pattern;

5. interacting multiple model nearest neighbour (IMM-NN) filter [5]:

combines the interacting multiple model filter with the nearest neighbour Kalman filter

approach for improved target tracking in clutter;

6. probabilistic data association filter (PDAF) [5]:

Kalman filter that uses probabilistic data association techniques;

7. interacting multiple model probabilistic data association filter (IMM-PDAF) [5]:

uses  a  probabilistic  data  association  filter  as  a  state  estimator,  implemented  in  an

interacting multiple model filter structure.

 3.3.3 Swerling Filter

The Swerling filter is merely mentioned here for completeness.  The Swerling filter is a precursor to

the Kalman filter and has been superseded by the Kalman filter due to its improved performance.

However, it has been shown by  [6], that the Swerling and Kalman filters are equivalent to each

other as both the Swerling and Kalman filters produce identical numerical results.  Finally, it should

be noted that the Swerling filter has the advantage of being self-initializing,  i.e. not requiring the

user to set the initial parameter values used in the filter, compared to the Kalman filter that needs to

be initialized correctly by the user prior to their use [6].

 3.3.4 Gauss Filter

 3.3.4.1 (Non-Recursive) Gauss-Newton Filter

The Gauss-Newton filter (GNF) is a non-recursive (batch) filter based on the minimum variance

algorithm (MVA), as described by [6].  The term non-recursive in the context of the Gauss-Newton

filter means that all observations are simultaneously combined using the MVA.  The Gauss-Newton

filter  combines  a  least-squares  implementation  of  the  MVA with  the  Newton  method  of  local

linearization.  The Gauss-Newton filter consists of two components, namely a differential equation
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to  model  the  motion  of  the  target  being  tracked,  and an  observation  equation  whose  elements

consist of the observations that were made of the target being tracked.  The differential equation is

referred to as the filter model.  The filter model and the observation equation can both be either

linear or non-linear in nature.  This leads to four different implementations of the Gauss-Newton

filter for the four cases as stated below:

• Case 1

A linear filter model and a linear observation equation.

• Case 2

A linear filter model and a non-linear observation equation.

• Case 3

A non-linear filter model and a linear observation equation.

• Case 4

A non-linear filter model and a non-linear observation equation.

The linear observation equation is defined by [6] as follows:

Y n=MX n+N n

with Y n  the observation vector,

M  the observation matrix consisting of ones and zeros,

X n  the true state vector of the observed target, and

N n  the unknown error vector.

 (3.6)

The non-linear observation equation is defined by [6] as follows:
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Y n=G(X n)+N n

with Y n  the observation vector,

G (X n)  containing:
  -  the observation matrix M ,
  -  a state vector of a known trajectory X̄ n ,
  -  the perturbation vector δ X n , and

N n  the unknown error vector.

 (3.7)

The Gauss-Newton filter functions by taking the vector of all the observations up to time tn and its

resultant covariance matrix, and subtracting the estimate of the true state vector of the observed

target, Xn, to produce the residual vector, δYn.  An improved estimate of the true state vector of the

observed target,  Xn, is produced from this vector and the filter model which is in the form of a

matrix of partial derivatives.  This process is repeated until the best estimate of the true state vector

of the observed target, Xn, is produced and this then becomes the output of the filter.

Thus, the linear observation equation over time is defined as:

Y n=MX n+N n  for time tn

Y n−1=MX n−1+N n−1  for time t n−1

⋮

Y n−L=MX n−L+N n−L  for time tn−L

with L  the memory length (size) of the filter.

 (3.8)

The non-linear observation equation over time can be inferred from this definition.

 3.3.4.2 Gauss-Aitken Filter

It should be noted that for the Gauss-Newton filter implementation as stated in Case 1 in Section

3.3.4.1,  i.e. a  linear filter model and a linear observation equation, the filter is referred to as a

Gauss-Aitken filter .

 3.3.4.3 Recursive Gauss-Newton Filter

The  recursive  Gauss-Newton  filter  (RGNF)  is  a  recursive  form  of  the  Gauss-Newton  filter,
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proposed by  [8].   The term recursive in the context  of the RGNF means that  observations  are

recursively combined using the MVA.  For example, two observations will be combined using the

MVA to produce an estimate, and then a third observation will be combined with that estimate to

produce a new estimate  etc.  The RGNF adds two extra parameters to the Gauss-Newton filter,

namely a forgetting factor, λ, and a damping factor, μ.  The use of the damping factor, μ, will change

the  speed  of  convergence  of  the  filter  to  a  guaranteed  solution,  while  the  forgetting  factor,  λ,

influences how good an approximation the RGNF produces to the Gauss-Newton filter.   These

added  parameters  allow the  RGNF to  track  targets  in  non-linear  situations  with  Doppler  only

information [54].  The full derivation of the filter equations and algorithm is presented by [55].

 3.3.5 Polynomial Filter

The  polynomial  filter  is  based  on  the  linear  combinations  of  a  number  of  polynomial  terms,

specifically the orthogonal polynomials of Legendre and Laguerre, as developed by [6].  The use of

Legendre polynomials leads to a polynomial filter with expanding memory, know as the expanded

memory polynomial (EMP) filter, due to their uniform weight function.  On the other hand, the use

of  Laguerre  polynomials  leads  to  a  polynomial  filter  with fading memory,  know as  the fading

memory  polynomial  (FMP)  filter,  due  to  their  exponentially  decaying  weight  function.

Initialization  in  the  context  of  the  polynomial  filter  refers  to  the  initial  values  used  in  the

polynomial.

An observation vector, Yn, is produced from the target detections of the radar system at time tn, and

it is submitted as input to the polynomial filter for fitting a polynomial by the least-squares method

to this observation vector.  This polynomial, x(t), can then be used to provide smoothed estimates of

the true state vector, X(t),  i.e. determine what the value of x(t) is at time tn, and thus X*.  The true

state vector and its smoothed estimate is defined as follows [6]:

X ( t)=(x ( t)  ,  ẋ (t)  ,  ẍ (t )  ,  . . . Dm x (t))
T

 in general,

X (t n)=(x0  ,  x1  ,  x2  ,  . . . xm)n

T
 at time t n  , and

X *
=(x0

*  ,  x1
*  ,  x2

*  ,  . . . xm
* )

T
 the smooted estimate of X (t) .

 (3.9)
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 3.3.5.1 Expanded Memory Polynomial Filter

The FMP filter is based on fitting a polynomial by the least-squares method to the following finite-

dimensional observation vector [6]:

Y n=( yn  ,  yn - 1  ,  . . . y0)
T

 at time t n

Y n + 1=( yn + 1  ,  yn  ,  yn - 1  ,  . . . y0)
T

 at time t n + 1

⋮

Y n + m=( yn + m  ,  yn + m - 1  ,  yn + m - 2  ,  . . . y0)
T

 at time t n + m .

(3.10)

The properties of the EMP filter is that it is self-initializing, but it cannot track a target indefinitely

due to its expanding memory nature.

 3.3.5.2 Fading Memory Polynomial Filter

The FMP filter  is  based  on fitting  a  polynomial  by the  least-squares  method  to  the  following

infinite-dimensional observation vector [6]:

Y n=( yn  ,  yn - 1  ,  y n - 2  ,  . . . )
T

 at time t n

Y n + 1=( yn + 1  ,  yn  ,  yn - 1  ,  . . . )
T

 at time t n + 1

⋮

Y n + m=( yn + m  ,  yn + m - 1  ,  yn + m - 2  ,  . . . )
T

 at time tn + m .

(3.11)

The properties of the FMP filter is that it is not self-initializing, but it can track a target indefinitely

due to its fixed-length memory nature.

 3.3.5.3 Composite EMP/FMP Filter

The composite EMP/FMP filter combines the EMP and FMP filters to produce a self-initializing

polynomial filter that can track an arbitrary target indefinitely.  In short, at start-up the EMP filter is

used for its self-initializing properties, and at some point in time the FMP filter is used for its ability

to track an arbitrary target indefinitely.  The switch over point is determined analytically in such a
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way that there are no transients generated in the filter output [6].

 3.3.5.4 Probabilistic Polynomial Filter

The probabilistic polynomial filter, as proposed by [7], takes the composite EMP/FMP filter and

incorporates probabilistic data association (PDA) techniques into the filter structure.  The result, as

shown  through  simulation,  is  a  target  tracking  filter  that  can  operate  in  high  clutter  density

environments with low detection probability in the order of PD = 0.6.

 3.3.6 Particle Filter

The particle filter is an implementation of the formal recursive Bayesian filter that uses sequential

Monte  Carlo  methods.   The  recursive  Bayesian  filter  updates  the  posterior  probability  density

function, as constructed by a Bayesian estimator, as new measurements are received.  The theory

related to the particle filter will be fully discussed in the Chapter 4.

 3.4 Filter Performance Metrics

 3.4.1 Root Mean Squared Error

There is no single performance metric for assessing tracking filter algorithm performance and it is

still  seen  as  an  open  research  problem  [2].   For  simulated  single  target  tracking  performance

however, there are two metrics that can be used.  The metrics are the root mean squared error

(RMSE)  for  position  and velocity.   The  RMSE can  also  be  used  as  an  absolute  metric  when

comparing tracking filter  algorithms relative to each other  [11].  In general,  the RMSE for the

target's position can be calculated as [2]:

RMSE pos
=√ 1

M ∑
i=1

M

(true positioni−predicted positioni)
2

with M  the number of detections.

 (3.12)

In general, the RMSE for the target's velocity can be calculated as [2]:

RMSE vel
=√ 1

M ∑
i=1

M

(true velocity i− predicted velocity i)
2

with M  the number of detections.

 (3.13)
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For radar measurements in a two-dimensional (x, y) Cartesian coordinate system, the RMSE for the

target's position can be calculated as:

RMSE pos
=√ 1

M ∑
i=1

M

[(x i− x̂ i)
2
+( y i− ŷ i)

2 ]

with M  the number of detections,

xi , yi  the true position coordinates, and

x̂i , ŷi  the estimated position coordinates.

 (3.14)

For radar measurements in a three-dimensional (x, y, z) Cartesian coordinate system, the RMSE for

the target's position can be calculated as:

RMSE pos
=√ 1

M ∑
i=1

M

[( x i− x̂i)
2
+( y i− ŷ i)

2
+(z i− ẑi)

2 ]

with M  the number of detections,

xi , y i , z i  the true position coordinates, and

x̂i , ŷ i , ẑ i  the estimated position coordinates.

 (3.15)

Furthermore, for multiple (batch) measurements of the RMSE of the target's position for example,

the batch RMSE position value can be calculated as the average of all the individual RMSE values,

as follows:

RMSEbatch
pos =

1
N
∑
i=1

N

(RMSE i
pos)

with N  the number of measurements.

 (3.16)

 3.4.2 Normalized Processing Time

Another metric that is sometimes used to compare various target tracking filters, is  normalized

processing  time  [18].   Since  the  hardware  on  which  a  target  tracking  filter  is  simulated  or
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implemented  varies  between  implementations,  the  processing  time  will  also  vary  between

implementations.  However, a relative processing time comparison can be done between different

target tracking filters simulated or implemented on the same hardware, by normalizing the various

target tracking filter processing times.  This is accomplished by simply dividing each target tracking

filter's  processing  time  by the  quickest  processing  time  of  all  the  target  tracking  filters  being

compared.

 3.5 Computational Complexity vs. Accuracy

There  is  a  direct  correlation  between the  computational  complexity and the  accuracy of  target

tracking filter algorithms as shown by [4].  The higher the computational complexity, the higher the

accuracy  of  target  tracking  filter  algorithm.   However,  the  conditions  under  which  the  target

tracking filter algorithm operates also have a direct impact on their degree of accuracy.  It has been

shown by [56] that although a specific filter can be computationally more efficient than another,

albeit not as accurate, the environment in which a target tracking filter operates, has an impact of

the computational efficiency and accuracy filter metrics.

 3.6 Summary

In this chapter, the theory of the most prominent target tracking filters were presented.  Additionally,

issues relating to the metrics used in evaluating the performance of target tracking filters, as well as

the  relationship between computational complexity and accuracy of target tracking filters, have

also been discussed.  In Chapter 4, the theory and operation of the particle filter will be discussed in

depth due to its relevance to the research conducted for the dissertation.
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 Chapter 4 : Particle Filter Theory and Operation

 4.1 Introduction

The theory and operation  of  the  particle  filter  is  discussed  in  depth  in  this  chapter  due  to  its

relevance  to  the  research  conducted  for  the  dissertation.   The  discussion  follows  the  core

development of particle filters from the initial sequential importance sampling algorithm, through to

the sequential  importance re-sampling particle filter,  which is  the most  common version of the

particle filter  [16].  The discussion also covers other variations of the core particle filter that was

proposed and developed along the way, in order to address specific problems that have been found

in the earlier versions of the particle filter.  The discussion highlights the reasons why the sequential

importance re-sampling particle filter has become the dominant particle filter in use.  The sequential

importance re-sampling particle filter is commonly referred to as a  particle filter in the literature,

due to its ubiquitous use [57].  However, a number of other names and terms that are synonymous

with the term particle filter are used in the literature, some for example being:

1. (Bayesian) bootstrap filter [58];

2. interacting particle approximation [59];

3. survival-of-the-fittest [15];

4. condensation algorithm [60];

5. sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) methods [61].

A number of specialized or hybrid particle filters also exist, of which a few of the more prominent

are briefly discussed at the end of the chapter.  This is not an exhaustive list and discussion of these

specialized or hybrid particle filters, but is mentioned for the sake of completeness in covering

particle filter theory.

 4.2 Particle Filter Algorithm Development Overview

An overview of the development of what is considered, for the purposes of this dissertation and

highlighted in blue, to be the core particle filter algorithms, is shown in  Figure  4.1.  Where one

particle filter was developed from another particle filter, the interconnection between them shows

the problem that the derived particle filter  was attempting to address.  For each problem being
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addressed, the techniques used in addressing the problem is shown below the technique in bullet-

point format.  Known problems inherent in a specific particle filter and the techniques that were

used in attempting to address the problems, are also shown.  The rest of this chapter will provide

more detail of the core particle filter algorithms and conclude with a discussion of some specialized

or hybrid particle filters.

Figure 4.1: Particle Filter Algorithm Development Overview

 4.3 Introductory Theoretical Concepts

To cover the theory of particle filters, two theoretical concepts will be discussed, namely Bayesian

probability theory and Monte Carlo theory.  These two concepts will be covered in an introductory

manner as it is outside of the scope of this dissertation to cover these concepts in their entirety.

 4.3.1 Bayesian Probability Theory

In Bayesian probability theory as applicable to dynamic state estimation, the posterior  probability

density function (PDF) of a process being modeled is constructed from the prior information, as for

example past measurements [15].  It is assumed that the past measurements are made independent

of  each  other  for  each  group  of  measurements,  and  measurements  between  groups  are  also

independent.  In theory, an optimal posterior estimate of the process being modeled can be obtained
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form the PDF, as well as a measure of the accuracy of the obtained estimate.  The posterior PDF is

defined to be [16]:

p (x k∣Y k )=
p ( yk∣xk ) p (xk∣Y k−1)

p ( yk∣Y k−1)

with p( yk∣xk )  the likelihood function,

p( xk∣Y k−1)  the prior PDF according to (4.2), and

p( y k∣Y k−1)  the normalizing constant according to (4.3).

(4.1)

The prior PDF is defined to be [16]:

p (xk∣Y k−1)=∫ p (xk∣xk−1) p( xk−1∣Y k−1)dxk−1

with p( xk∣xk−1)  the transitional density.
(4.2)

The transitional density in (4.2) is defined by the noise present in the process being modeled and the

system model of the process being modeled.  The normalizing constant is defined to be [16]:

p( yk∣Y k−1)=∫ p ( yk∣xk ) p( xk∣Y k−1)dxk

with p( yk∣xk )  the likelihood function, and

p( xk∣Y k−1)  the prior PDF according to (4.2).

(4.3)

The  likelihood  function  in (4.1)  and  (4.3) is  defined  by  the  measurement  equation  and  the

measurement noise sequence of the process being modeled.  The prediction and update stages of

Bayesian probability theory as applicable to dynamic state estimation, is defined by (4.2) and (4.1)

respectively.  The dynamic state estimation that is achieved using Bayesian probability theory is

only a theoretical solution to state estimation, since generally no analytical expressions for these

equations exists.  A more complete analysis and discussion of this topic is presented by [62].

In the case of the particle filter, a suboptimal solution to the state estimation problem is achieved

through approximating the equations for the prediction and update stages of Bayesian probability

theory.  This is achieved through the a combination of random samples, known as particles, and

Monte Carlo theory which will be discussed in Section 4.3.2.
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 4.3.2 Monte Carlo Theory

Monte Carlo theory, is a generalized term for describing a computational algorithm that implements

random sampling  in  order  to  produce  a  numerical  result  [62].   It  was  proposed  by  John  von

Neumann and Stanislas Ulam in the 1940s as a method to solve problems by modeling a problem

through chance on a computer [63].  For example, Monte Carlo methods can be used to determine

the statistical properties, like mean, variance, probability density function (PDF) using a histogram,

etc., of any estimator of which the performance is to be determined.  The Monte Carlo method, for a

99.75% confidence level in the range ±3σ, can be expressed as the probability [64]:

P{∣ 1
N
∑
j=1

N

ξ j−m∣<3×σ

√N }≈0.997

with N  the number of independent random variables,

ξ  the random variable,

m  the unknown quantity to calculate, and

σ  the square root of the variance (i.e. standard deviation).

(4.4)

From  this  it  follows  that  the  arithmetic  mean  of  the  independent  random  variables  will  be

approximately equal to the unknown quantity to calculate, namely m.  Importantly, as the number of

independent random variables  N increases, the error in the estimate of the unknown quantity to

calculate m, approaches zero.

 4.4 Sequential Importance Sampling Particle Filter

The basis of the particle filter  is the sequential  importance sampling (SIS) algorithm.  The SIS

algorithm is a Monte Carlo technique that is used to implement a recursive Bayesian filter through

Monte Carlo simulations  [58].  The principle of operation of the SIS algorithm is the use of a

number of  random samples,  or  particles,  to  represent  the  posterior  probability density function

(PDF) of a process being modeled.  Each random particle has a weight associated with it that is

used to compute the estimate of the process being modeled, based on the weights of all the particles.

The SIS algorithm recursively propagates these weights as each measurement of the process being

modeled is sequentially processed.  As the number of particles is increased, the estimated posterior
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PDF becomes the optimal Bayesian estimate for the process being modeled.  A generic description

of the SIS particle filter, based on the SIS algorithm, is given as follows [15]:

[{xk
i , w k

i
}i=1

N s ]=SIS [{xk−1
i ,w k−1

i
}i=1

N s , z k ]

FOR i=1 : N s

- Draw xk
i
∼q( xk∣xk−1

i , zk )

- Assign the particle a weight, w k
i  , according to:

w k
i
∝w k−1

i p(z k∣xk
i
) p( xk

i
∣xk−1

i
)

q (xk
i
∣x k−1

i , zk )

END FOR

(4.5)

The SIS particle filter suffers from an unavoidable problem known as the degeneracy phenomenon.

After a number of iterations, all but one of the particles will have a negligible weight associated

with it.  This results in all but one of the particles contributing almost zero to the approximation

process.  A number of solutions to the degeneracy phenomenon problem has been suggested and

investigated, summarized as follows:

1. the use of an optimal importance density [65];

2. particle “herding” through the use of:

1. progressive correction [25];

2. bridging densities [66];

3. partition sampling:

independent partition particle filter (IPPF) [35];

4. re-sampling [57].

The general solution to the problem of the degeneracy phenomenon was found to be the use of re-

sampling, which led to the development of two new types of particle filter, will be discussed in

Section 4.5 and Section 4.6.

 4.5 Generic Particle Filter

The generic particle filter (GPF) was developed in an attempt to solve the unavoidable problem

known as the degeneracy phenomenon, that is present in the SIS particle filter.  The principle of

operation of the GPF is the use of re-sampling when degeneracy is detected in the effective sample
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size,  Neff, of the SIS particle filter, according to some threshold defined as  NT.  The approximate

effective sample size of the SIS particle filter is defined as [15]:

N̂ eff=
1

∑
i=1

N s

(w k
i
)

2

with w k
i  the normalized particle weight, and

N s  the number of particles.

 (4.6)

A generic description of the GPF, based on the SIS algorithm, is given as follows [15]:
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[{xk
i ,w k

i
}i=1

N s ]=GPF [{xk−1
i ,w k−1

i
}i=1

N s , zk ]

FOR i=1 : N s

- Draw xk
i
∼q( xk∣xk−1

i , zk )

- Assign the particle a weight, w k
i  , according to:

w k
i ∝w k−1

i p(z k∣xk
i
) p( xk

i
∣xk−1

i
)

q (xk
i
∣x k−1

i , zk )

END FOR

Calculate total weight: t=∑ [{w k
i
}i=1

N s ]

FOR i=1 : N s

- Normalize: wk
i =t−1w k

i

END FOR

Calculate N̂ eff , according to (4.6)

IF N̂ eff<N T

- Re-sample using (4.8):

[{xk
i ,w k

i , -}i=1
N s ]=RESAMPLE [{xk

i ,w k
i
}i=1

N s ]

END IF

 (4.7)

A generic description of the re-sampling process is given as follows [15]:
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[{xk
j * , w k

j ,i j
}j=1

N s ]=RESAMPLE [{xk
i , wk

i
}i=1

N s , z k ]

Initialize the CDF (cumulative distribution function): c1=0

FOR i=2 : N s

- Construct CDF: ci=ci−1+w k
i

END FOR

Start at the bottom of the CDF: i=1

Draw a starting point: u1∼U [0, N s
−1
]

FOR j=1: N s

- Move along the CDF: u j=u1+N s
−1
( j−1)

- WHILE u j>ci

- i=i+1

- END WHILE

- Assign sample: x k
j *
=xk

i

- Assign weight: w k
j=N s

−1

- Assign parent: i j
=i

END FOR

(4.8)

Since  Neff ≤ NS, a small value of  Neff indicates a large degeneracy phenomenon.  In re-sampling,

particles with small weights are eliminated from the particle population, and the algorithm thus

focuses on particles that have larger weights.  However, it was found that the generic particle filter

had three practical disadvantages due to the method of implementation of re-sampling, namely:

1. lack of algorithm parallelization;

2. particle path degeneration;

3. sample impoverishment due to lack of particle diversity.

A solution to the issue of particle path degeneration has been investigated through a number of
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techniques, namely:

1. recursion;

2. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) re-sampling [66].

None  of  these  techniques  have  found  widespread  practical  use,  likely  due  to  the  added

computational complexity required in their implementation, or the subsequent development of the

sequential importance re-sampling (SIR) particle filter, which will be discussed in Section 4.6.  A

solution  to  the  issue  of  sample  impoverishment  due  to  the  lack  of  particle  diversity  has  been

investigate through a number of techniques, namely:

1. the re-sample-move algorithm [66];

2. regularization.

The use of regularization in solving the problem of sample impoverishment due to the lack of

particle  diversity  has  proved  to  be  the  most  effective,  and this  led  to  the  development  of  the

regularized particle filter, which will be discussed in Section 4.5.1.

 4.5.1 Regularized Particle Filter

The regularized particle filter (RPF) was developed in an attempt to deal with the loss of particle

diversity,  or  sample  impoverishment,  that  is  inherent  in  the  generic  particle  filter  [15].   The

principle  of  operation  of  the  RPF  is  that  the  re-sampling  process  is  applied  to  a  continuous

approximation  of  the  posterior  density  of  the  process  being  modeled,  instead  of  a  discrete

approximation as is done in the case of the SIR particle filter.  However, it was found that the RPF

has two disadvantages when compared to the generic particle filter, namely:

1. the samples are no longer guaranteed to approximate the posterior density of the process

being modeled;

2. the RPF only has improved performance when the noise in the process being modeled is

small.

These disadvantages limit the practical use of the RPF.

 4.6 Sequential Importance Re-sampling Particle Filter

The sequential importance re-sampling (SIR) particle filter was developed in an attempt to solve the

unavoidable problem known as the degeneracy phenomenon, that is present in the SIS particle filter.
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The principle of operation of the SIR particle filter is the use of re-sampling to solve the degeneracy

phenomenon, as is used in the generic particle filter and its variants.  The re-sampling process used

in  the  SIR particle  filter  is  identical  to  that  which  is  used  in  the  generic  particle  filter.   The

difference  occurs  in  that  the  re-sampling  process  is  performed  at  each  iteration  of  the  filter

algorithm and thus no threshold value for the effective sample size is used to trigger the re-sampling

process.  A generic description of the SIR particle filter is given as follows [15]:

[{xk
i ,wk

i
}i=1

N s ]=SIR [{xk−1
i ,w k−1

i
}i=1

N s , z k ]

FOR i=1: N s

- Draw xk
i
∼p (x k∣xk−1

i
)

- Calculate w k
i
= p( zk∣x k

i
)

END FOR

Calculate total weight: t=∑ [ {wk
i
}i=1

N s ]

FOR i=1: N s

- Normalize: w k
i
=t−1 w k

i

END FOR

- Re-sample using (4.8):

[{xk
i ,w k

i , -}i=1
N s ]=RESAMPLE [{xk

i ,w k
i }i=1

N s ]

 (4.9)

The SIR particle filter does not exhibit the same disadvantages that the generic particle filter and its

variations have, but there are three other practical disadvantages to the SIR particle filter, namely:

1. algorithmic inefficiency [68];

2. some loss of particle diversity;

3. sensitivity to outliers.

The issue of sensitivity to outliers that was found to be present in the SIR particle filter, led to the

development  of  the  auxiliary  sequential  importance  re-sampling  particle  filter,  which  will  be

discussed in Section 4.6.1.
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 4.6.1 Auxiliary Sequential Importance Re-sampling Particle Filter

The auxiliary sequential importance re-sampling (ASIR) particle filter was developed in an attempt

to deal with the sensitivity of the SIR particle filter to outliers [15].  The ASIR particle filter is also

commonly referred to as the auxiliary particle filter (APF) [66].  The principle of operation of the

ASIR particle filter is that the re-sampling process happens at one time step before the current time

step, i.e. at time step (k – 1).  This has the advantage that, in general, the ASIR particle filter is not

so sensitive to outliers.  However, it was found that the disadvantage of this re-sampling method is

that the ASIR particle filter has degraded performance when the noise in the process being modeled

is large.  This disadvantage limits the practical use of the ASIR particle filter.

 4.7 Specialized / Hybrid Particle Filters

A number of particle filters have been developed that are either specialized in their application or

are a hybrid of particle filter theory and some other filter architecture, or uses the particle filter

architecture in combination with some other filter theory.  Although the term particle filter might

appear in their name, not all of these specialized or hybrid filters may be considered to be particle

filters as described before.  For the sake of completeness in dealing with particle filter theory and

operation, the most prominent of these from the literature will be discussed in chronological order.

 4.7.1 Unscented Particle Filter

The unscented particle filter (UPF) use an unscented Kalman filter (UKF) to move the distribution

of the particles towards the region of highest likelihood [37].  In effect a bank of UKFs are used to

determine the importance proposal distribution of the process being modeled.  Through simulation,

the UPF has been shown to be more accurate than the generic particle filter.  However, the UPF is

computationally  more  expensive  than  most  other  particle  filters  due  to  the  added  UKF

computational step.

 4.7.2 “Likelihood” Particle Filter

A proposed alternative to the particle filters described up to this point, is the “likelihood” particle

filter  [15].  The principle of operation of the “likelihood” particle filter is the use of “likelihood”

instead of the prior proportional  density information of the process being modeled,  in order to

determine the posterior density function.  The performance of the “likelihood” particle filter has

been shown to be similar to that of the ASIR particle filter  [15].  However, it was found that the
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“likelihood” particle filter had a serious limitation when compared to the other particle filters that

have been discussed.  The “likelihood” particle filter is not generically applicable to problems due

to the specific choice of the importance density for a specific problem and set of parameters.  A

similar approach was subsequently investigated and reported by [39] in the design of the proposal

distribution based on “likelihood”.  In their approach they  considered a proposal distribution suited

to a specific problem, but have pointed out the practicality of actually generating such a problem

specific proposal distribution.

 4.7.3 Rao-Blackwellized Particle Filter

The Rao-Blackwellized particle filter (RBPF) uses a particle filter to estimate the marginal non-

linear state  probability density function (PDF), and conditional Kalman filters are then used for

each particle in the particle filter in order to calculate the linear system state [67].  The RBPF can

thus be considered a hybrid filter that is also know as the  marginalized particle filter  [68].  The

performance of the RBPF compares well with other particle filters, but in general a dynamic model

of the process being modeled is required to achieve these performance results.  However, it has

been applied to practical problems, like a navigation problem involving an unreliable aircraft radar

altimeter with missing data [68].

 4.7.4 Evolutionary Particle Filter / Improved Evolutionary Particle

Filter

The  evolutionary  particle  filter  (EPF)  and  the  improved  EPF  (IEPF)  uses  a  particle  selection

technique based on an evolutionary algorithm, in order to minimize sample impoverishment due to

lack of particle diversity, that is present in the generic particle filter.  The disadvantage of the EPF is

the  added  computational  complexity  that  is  added  by the  evolutionary  computation  step.   An

improvement to the EPF is the IEPF which uses the effective sample size, Neff as used in the generic

particle filter, refer to (4.6), to regulate the implementation of the evolutionary computation step

[27].  However, the IEPF is still computationally more expensive than most other particle filters.

 4.7.5 Variable Rate Particle Filter

The variable rate particle filter (VRPF) introduces the concept of variable rate re-sampling based on

a dynamic model of the target being tracked, instead of deterministic re-sampling [31], [34], [35],

[36].  The aim of the VRPF is to address the problem of computational inefficiency in the generic
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particle filter.  The disadvantage of the VRPF is that a dynamic model of the target being tracked

needs to exist in order for the filter to be useful, as the re-sampling rate needs to be adjusted based

on the dynamic model.

 4.7.6 Markov Chain Monte Carlo Iterated Extended Kalman Particle

Filter

The Markov chain Monte Carlo iterated extended Kalman particle filter (MCMC-IEKPF) uses an

iterated extended Kalman filter (IEKF) to generate the proposal distribution for a Markov chain

Monte Carlo particle filter (MCMC-PF) [23].  The presented results of the  MCMC-IEKPF shows

that  it  has  higher  accuracy  that  an  MCMC-PF,  but  at  a  higher  computational  complexity.

Furthermore, it is only evaluated for a specific class of problem, namely tracking targets that have

been corrupted by glint noise.

 4.7.7 Polynomial Predictive Particle Filter

The polynomial predictive particle filter (PPPF) combines a polynomial filter with a generic particle

filter [24].  The polynomial filter is used to predict the path of the target being tracked through the

extension  of  the  system state  dimension,  which  is  then  filtered  with  a  generic  particle  filter.

Improved  accuracy  is  claimed  for  the  PPPF  compared  to  the  generic  particle  filter,  but  no

quantitative simulation results were presented.

 4.7.8 Adaptive Particle Filter

An approach to particle filtering based on the probability of each particle is proposed by [28].  The

particle filtering approach is called an adaptive particle filter (APF) and it is aimed at tracking sea-

surface targets in the presence of glint noise.  It employs a technique to adaptively estimate the

number of particles to use in order to model the process being observed, in this case a ship tracking

problem under glint noise.

 4.7.9 Noise-estimate Particle Probability Hypothesis Density Filter

The noise-estimate particle probability hypothesis density filter (NP-PHDF) is a hybrid filter that

uses a particle filter to estimate the noise parameters of a Kalman filter in order to initialize the

Kalman filter  [29].   In  essence,  the  NP-PHDF cannot  be  considered  a  particle  filter since  the

particle filter is only used to initialize a Kalman filter.
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 4.8 Summary

In this chapter, the theory of particle filters have been discussed due to its relevance to the research

conducted for the dissertation.  The discussion followed the development of various particle filters

and their variants up to what is commonly referred to in the literature as the particle filter, which is

more specifically known as the sequential importance re-sampling particle filter.  The disadvantages

related to the various particle f The design assumptions and constraints  ilters that were developed

have been highlighted, in order to show why the  sequential importance re-sampling particle filter

has become the dominant particle filter in use.  A number of specialized or hybrid particle filters

have also been discussed.  In  Chapter  5, the  design,  implementation and operation of the radar

target tracking filter simulator, as used for the quantitative simulation of the particle filter as a radar

target tracking filter, is discussed.
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 Chapter 5 : Radar Target Tracking Filter Simulator

 5.1 Introduction

The design, implementation and operation of the radar target tracking filter simulator, as used for

the quantitative simulation of the particle filter as a radar target tracking filter, is discussed in this

chapter.  The design and operation of the radar target tracking filter simulator is discussed through a

presentation of the architecture of the radar target tracking filter simulator.  The design assumptions

and constraints that have been used in the design of the radar target tracking filter simulator are

presented.  Each of the components in the architecture of the radar target tracking filter simulator is

also  discussed  in  detail.   Finally,  the  operation  of  the  radar  target  tracking  filter  simulator  is

demonstrated through the use of images of the user interface and various simulator displays.  The

radar target tracking filter simulator had been implemented in Scilab 5.5.0 (http://www.scilab.org/),

and the source code is included in Appendix A.

 5.2 Architecture

For the quantitative simulations that have been done, a radar target tracking filter simulator has been

developed, as described by [6].  The overall objective of the radar target tracking filter simulator

was to allow for the simulation and data capture of various target tracking filters, target models, and

noise models.  The flow diagram of the radar target tracking filter simulator is shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Radar Target Tracking Filter Simulator Flow Diagram

The architecture of the radar target tracking filter  simulator consists  of the four components as

described below.

• Target Generator

A data stream that represents a target with certain characteristics is generated by the

target generator.  An external model of the target is implemented by the target generator.
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The target  generator  creates the exact,  or  true values  of the target's  position against

which the output of the target tracking filter will be compared.

• Radar Simulator

A mathematical model of the radar system is implemented in the radar simulator.  The

radar  simulator  takes  the  target  generator  output  as  input,  and  modifies  it  with  the

mathematical model of the radar system in order to produce an output data stream that

represents the target detections from the modeled radar system.  This is done by using a

noise model to create the target detection errors that would be produced in an actual

radar system.  In the context of the radar simulator, the target detection errors that would

be produced in an actual radar system, could be introduced by:

▪ the physical radar system, i.e. mechanical design, electronics, etc.;

▪ the environment in which the physical radar system operates,  i.e. clutter, weather,

etc. 

• Filter

The mathematical model of the target tracking filter is implemented in this component.

The filter takes the radar simulator output as input, and generates the filtered target track

as output. 

• Display & Data Capture

The various components of the radar target tracking filter simulator is displayed and the

data captured for processing in this component.  The output of the target tracking filter is

compared against the output of the target generator in order to determine the accuracy of

the target tracking filter.

 5.3 Operating Modes

There are two modes of operation for the radar target tracking filter simulator, as described below.

• Single Shot

In the single shot mode, the radar target tracking filter simulator is only executed once

and the output is displayed.  This mode is generally used for demonstration or testing

purposes.
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• Batch

In the batch mode, the radar target tracking filter simulator is executed multiple times in

succession and the aggregated output is displayed and stored to file.  This mode is used

for performing the quantitative (Monte Carlo) simulations of the target tracking filter.

 5.4 Target Generator

In  the  radar  target  tracking filter  simulator,  a  data  stream that  represents  a  target  with  certain

characteristics is generated by the target generator.  An external model of the target is implemented

by the target generator.  The purpose of the target generator is to create the exact, or true values of

the target's position against which the output of the target tracking filter will be compared.  The

target  generator's  output  is  sent  to the radar  simulator  component.   A number of  design issues

relating to the target's characteristics and the external model used in the target generator will be

discussed in Section 5.4.1, Section 5.4.2 and Section 5.4.3.

 5.4.1 Target Maneuvering Sequences

There are four target maneuvering sequences that have been considered in the development of the

external model of the radar target tracking filter simulator as described below [6].

• Sequence 1

The target was in a straight-line motion, and is still in a straight-line motion.

• Sequence 2

The target was in a straight-line motion, and is now performing a maneuver.

• Sequence 3

The target was performing a maneuver, and is still performing a maneuver.

• Sequence 4

The target was performing a maneuver, and is now in a straight-line motion.

These sequences are generally present in, what is termed, an arbitrary target.

 5.4.2 Arbitrary Target

In target tracking filter engineering, the performance of a target tracking filter needs to be evaluated
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for, what is termed, an arbitrary target or process [6].  An arbitrary target or process is defined to be

non-polynomial.  This means that it must not be possible to model the complete target track with a

polynomial, be it a 0th order polynomial or a 10th order polynomial.  However, an arbitrary target or

process can be modeled piecewise by a number of polynomials.   In practice it  is easier to use

sinusoidal functions to create the external model, which was done for the radar target tracking filter

simulator.

 5.4.3 External Model

The external  model  that  had been chosen for  implementation  in  the  radar  target  tracking filter

simulator, is a scenario of a fighter aircraft diving into an attack position on a ground target in a

spiraling pattern and then exiting the area by climbing in a spiraling pattern  [6].  This specific

external model had been chosen for two reasons.  Firstly,  it  is an arbitrary target as defined in

Section 5.4.2, and thus a valid external model against which to evaluate the performance of a target

tracking filter.   Secondly,  it  represents  a  real-world scenario and would thus closely match the

practical  application  of  a  target  tracking  filter.   The  external  model  was  generated  using  the

following generic equation:

zdive=cos(2×π×t
m )

z spiral=a×sin(b×2×π×t
m )

z target= zdive+z spiral

with t  the detection interval,

m  the simulation length (x-axis),

a  the maximum amplitude (peak) of the spiral relative

    to the average level, and

b  the rate of the spiral relative to the simulation length,

    i.e. the number of spirals per simulation length.

 (5.1)

The aircraft's dive maneuver is modeled by  zdive and the aircraft's spiral maneuver is modeled by
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zspiral.  The aircraft's total maneuver ztarget is modeled as the sum of these two equations at a specific

detection interval t for a simulation length m.  An example of the exact, or true values of the target's

position for this scenario as generated by the radar target tracking filter simulator, is show in Figure

5.2.

Figure 5.2: Target Spiral-Dive External Model

 5.5 Radar Simulator

A mathematical  model  of  the  radar  system is  implemented  in  the  radar  simulator.   The  radar

simulator takes the target generator output as input, and modifies it with the mathematical model of

the radar system in order to produce an output data stream that represents the target detections from
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the modeled radar system.  A noise model is applied to the target generator output in order to create

and simulate  the target  detection errors  that  would be produced in an actual  radar  system.  In

practice, these errors are produced through various mechanisms, like the physical characteristics of

the radar system or environmental factors [1].  The radar target tracking filter simulator implements

the following noise models for evaluation, namely:

1. Gaussian (or normal distribution);

2. non-Gaussian, termed Laplacian or double-exponential [62].

These two noise models are defined and discussed in Section 5.5.1 and Section 5.5.2.

 5.5.1 Gaussian (or Normal Distribution) Noise Model

For the Gaussian noise model, a Gaussian or normal distribution random variable is used.  The

probability  density  function  (PDF)  of  the  Gaussian,  or  normal  distribution,  random variable  is

defined by [62] and [70], as follows:

pX ( x)=
1

σ ×√2×π
×e

{−(x−μ )
2

2×σ 2 }
 ; −∞<x<+∞

with σ  the standard deviation of the Gaussian random variable,

σ 2  the variance of the Gaussian random variable,

x  the Gaussian random variable, and

μ  the mean of the Gaussian random variable.

(5.2)

 5.5.2 Non-Gaussian (Laplacian or Double-Exponential) Noise 
Model

For the non-Gaussian noise model, a Laplacian or double-exponential random variable is used [62].

The probability density function (PDF) of the Laplacian, or double-exponential, random variable is

define by [62] and [70], as follows:
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p X ( x)=
1

σ×√2
×e

{−∣x∣×√2
σ }

 ; −∞<x<+∞

σ  the standard deviation of the Laplacian random variable,

x  the Laplacian random variable, and

μ  the mean of the Gaussian random variable.

(5.3)

 5.6 Tracking Filter

In the radar target tracking filter simulator, the mathematical model of the target tracking filter is

implemented in the filter component.   The filter component takes the radar simulator output as

input, and generates the filtered target track as output.  The radar target tracking filter simulator

implements the following filter models for evaluation, namely:

1. sequential importance re-sampling (SIR) particle filter;

2. alpha-beta filter;

3. Singer-Kalman filter.

The filtered target track output is sent to the display and data capture component in the radar target

tracking filter simulator.

 5.7 Display & Data Capture

The various  components  of  the  radar  target  tracking filter  simulator  is  displayed  and the  data

captured for processing in this component.  The output of the target tracking filter is compared

against the output of the target generator in order to determine the accuracy of the target tracking

filter.  The radar target tracking filter simulator implements the following display and data capture

functions:

1. selectable radar plots:

1. true target track;

2. target detections;

3. filtered target track;

2. selectable auxiliary plots:
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detection versus filter error plot;

3. simulation results:

1. root mean squared error (RMSE) for the filtered target position;

2. RMSE for the detected target position;

3. total computation time of the filter component of the simulation.

For the batch simulation, by default only the cumulative RMSE and computation time is displayed

and stored as it  would take too long to plot each simulation run of the batch simulation in the

various displays.  However, the option to display each simulation run of the batch simulation is

selectable via the user interface, as described in Section 5.8.

 5.8 User Interface

The user interface (UI) is used to configure the radar target tracking filter simulator.  The function

of each component in the UI and a described thereof is presented as follows:

• Filter Type: radio buttons to select the type of filter to use.  The available options are:

◦ Particle:

Particles [1 – 100,000]: number of particles to use in the particle filter;

◦ Alpha-Beta:

▪ Alpha: the position gain of the filter;

▪ Beta: the velocity gain of the filter;

◦ Singer-Kalman.

• Noise Model: radio buttons to select the noise model to apply to the target's true position in

order to simulate the radar target detections.  The available options are:

◦ None;

◦ Gaussian (refer to Section 5.5.1);

◦ Laplacian (refer to Section 5.5.2).

• Simulation Type: radio buttons to select the type of simulation to perform.  The available
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options are:

◦ Single Shot (refer to Section 5.3);

◦ Batch (refer to Section 5.3):

▪ Size [10 – 100,000]: select the number of simulation runs in the batch simulation;

▪ Display Lock: check box to disable the display of each simulation run of the batch

simulation.

• Visible Plots: check boxes to select the radar plots to display.  The available options are:

◦ True Track;

◦ Detections;

◦ Filtered Track.

• Plot Type: radio buttons to select the type of main plot.  The available options are:

2D Plot (Horizontal).

• Auxiliary Plots: check boxes to enable the auxiliary plots to display.  The available options

are:

◦ Error Plot (refer to Section 5.9.1);

◦ PCRLB Plot (refer to Section 5.9.2).

• Detection Parameters: check boxes to select the additional detection parameters that can be

selected.  The available options are:

◦ Missed: check box to enable the simulation of missed target detections;

[%]: the number of missed target detections to simulate expressed as a percentage of

the total target detections;

◦ Transient: check box to enable the simulation of a transient target detection;

[%]: level of the detection transient to simulate expressed as a percentage of the

average target detection level.

• Target Model: a drop-down list with the available target models that can be selected. The
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available options are:

◦ Spiral-Dive (refer to Section 5.4.3);

◦ Random;

◦ Sinusoidal;

◦ Linear.

• Run Simulation: a push button that starts the simulator with the selected configuration.

The user interface (UI) of the radar target tracking filter simulator is shown on the left-hand side in

Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Radar Target Tracking Filter Simulator User Interface

The radar display of the radar target tracking filter simulator is shown on the right-hand side in

Figure 5.3.
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 5.9 Auxiliary Plots

 5.9.1 Error Plot

The error plot displays the detection errors as blue bar graphs and the filter errors as a green line.

The purpose of this plot is to visually compare the performance of the radar target tracking filter

with respect to the target detections.  The error plot  of the radar target tracking filter simulator  is

shown in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: Radar Target Tracking Filter Simulator Error Plot

The error plot is a useful tool in identifying bias in the radar target tracking filter [6].  If the filter

error line is offset  from the nominal error level,  then it  would indicate bias in the radar target
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tracking filter, or in the model of the radar system, for example if improper boresighting has been

modeled.  Furthermore, transients in the output of a radar target tracking filter can be caused by the

initialization of certain types of the radar target tracking filters [2].

 5.9.2 Posterior Cramér-Rao Lower Bound Plot

If the particle filter is selected as the type of filter to use in the simulator, then the posterior Cramér-

Rao lower bound (PCRLB) plot for the particle filter can be enabled.  The PCRLB plot and its

significance to the particle filter is discussed in Section 6.7.2.  The PCRLB plot of the particle filter

in the radar target tracking filter simulator is shown in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5: Radar Target Tracking Filter Simulator PCRLB Plot
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The number of particles (NP) used in the particle filter and the batch size (BS) of the simulation is

shown in the plot legend.  The data of the PCRLB plot is saved in the data file as described in

Section 5.10.

 5.10 Simulation Results

Once the simulation has completed, a dialogue window is shown with the root mean squared errors

for both the detected and filtered target positions, the total simulation time, as well as the location

and file name of the file containing the saved simulation results.  An example of the simulation

results dialogue window is shown in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6: Simulation Results Dialogue Window

The simulation results are saved to an automatically named text file.  The name of the results file is

derived from the current date and time of the computer system on which the simulation software is

executed, in the following format:  yyyy-mm-dd_hh-mm-ss.txt.  The location of the results file is

derived from the current path from which the simulation software is executed.  The configuration

parameters  of  the  simulation  software  is  also  saved  in  the  results  file  for  reference  purposes.

Additionally, the data from the simulation is saved in a separate, automatically named text file.  The

name of the data file is also derived from the current date and time of the computer system on

which  the  simulation  software  is  executed,  in  the  following  format:  yyyy-mm-dd_hh-mm-

ss_data.txt.   The location of the data file is also derived from the current path from which the

simulation  software  is  executed.   This  allows  for  the  simulation  data  to  be  further  analyzed

independently or stored for reference purposes.
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 5.11 Assumptions & Constraints

For  the  development  of  the  radar  target  tracking  filter  simulator,  there  were  a  number  of

assumptions  that  have  been  made  and  constraints  that  have  been  placed  on  the  simulator,  as

discussed below:

• Assumed the radar being simulated is properly boresighted.

◦ In practice there will be alignment and pointing errors in the radar system that leads to

bias or systematic errors in the target tracking filter [6].

◦ Since  these  errors  are  unknown  until  the  radar  system  is  calibrated,  they  are  not

considered in the radar target tracking filter simulator.

• Assumed a constant target detection interval.

◦ A constant detection interval, either as scan rate or pulse repetition frequency (PRF), is

typical in a track-while-scan (TWS) radar or a tracking radar.

◦ For a pulsed radar the PRF is defined as [2]:

PRF=
1

PRI

with PRI  the pulse repitition interval, and

the duty cycle as:

d t=τ ×PRF= τ
PRI

with τ  the radar pulse width.

(5.4)

◦ Since this is the type of radar system that will be used in practice, this assumption is

used in the radar target tracking filter simulator.

• Assumed a nearly constant speed motion model for the target being tracked.

◦ A  nearly  constant  speed  motion  model  characterizes  the  motion  of  a  target

performing maneuvers with control surfaces [2], for example an aircraft.

◦ Since this is the type of target that would be tracked in practice, this motion model is

used  in the radar target tracking filter simulator.
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• Assumed an external model based on polynomials.

◦ The external model describes the physical process (target) that is being observed by

the radar system as is used by the target generator in the radar target tracking filter

simulator [6].

◦ Polynomials can be used to approximate arbitrary external models without forcing

functions over an appropriate time interval [6].

◦ Since this is the type of external model that matches the type of target that would be

tracked in practice,  an external model based on polynomials is  used in the  radar

target tracking filter simulator.

• Allow for the presence of missed detections.

◦ Missed  detections  in  radar  measurements  are  caused  by  a  number  of  factors

including, target masking, signal amplitude fluctuations, etc. [2].

◦ Since the exact quantity of missed detections present in typical radar measurements

was unknown, the capability to define some level  of missed detections has been

included in the radar target tracking filter simulator.

• Allow for the presence of detection outliers.

◦ Detection outliers in radar measurements are generally caused by interference in the

environment or radar system [2].

◦ Since the exact quantity of detection outliers present in typical radar measurements

was unknown, the capability to define some level of detection outliers have been

included in the radar target tracking filter simulator.

• Assumed no jitter was present in the radar measurements.

◦ Irregular radar measurements cause by jitter occur in practical radar systems[69], but

the jitter needs to be quantified.

◦ The normalized time for the radar measurements is defined as [69]:
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η=
t−t 0
τ

with t  the current time of a track,

t 0  the start time of a track, and

τ  the expected update period.

 (5.5)

◦ The normalized delta-time (caused by jitter)  for the radar measurements  is defined as

[69]:

ζ =δ
τ

with δ  the jitter, and

τ  the expected update period.

 (5.6)

◦ The normalized time including jitter for the radar measurements is thus defined as [69]:

η+ζ=
t+δ−t0

τ

with t  the current time of a track,

t 0  the start time of a track,

τ  the expected update period,

δ  the jitter, and

ζ  the normalised delta-time.

 (5.7)

◦ The correct time can also be recovered by de-normalizing as follows [69]:
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t=(η×τ )+t 0

t+δ=(η+ζ )×τ+t 0

δ=ζ×τ

with t  the current time of a track,

t 0  the start time of a track,

η  the normalized time,

τ  the expected update period,

δ  the jitter, and

ζ  the normalised delta-time.

 (5.8)

◦ Since the quantity of jitter present in typical radar measurements was unknown, no jitter

was included in the radar target tracking filter simulator.

 5.12 Summary

In this  chapter  the  quantitative  simulations  that  have  been performed in  order  to  evaluate  and

analyze the operation of the particle filter as a radar target tracking filter, were discussed.  The

design and operation of the radar target tracking filter simulator that was developed in order to

perform the quantitative simulations was discussed.  The architecture of the radar target tracking

filter simulator was presented through a detailed discussion of each component in the radar target

tracking  filter  simulator  architecture.   Finally,  the  operation  of  the  radar  target  tracking  filter

simulator was demonstrated through the use of images of the user interface and various simulator

displays.  In Chapter  6, the performance of the particle filter  as a radar target tracking filter  is

evaluated and analyzed from the quantitative simulations conducted with the radar target tracking

filter simulator described in this chapter.
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 Chapter 6 : Quantitative Simulation, Evaluation and Analysis 

of Particle Filter

 6.1 Introduction

The  quantitative  simulation,  evaluation  and  analysis  of  the  performance  of  the  sequential

importance  re-sampling  (SIR)  particle  filter  particle  filter  as  a  radar  target  tracking  filter  is

discussed in this chapter.  The quantitative simulations have been performed through the use of the

radar target tracking filter simulator that had been developed for this dissertation, as described in

Chapter 5.  The performance of the particle filter is evaluated through a number of different filter

and simulation configurations.   A number of comparison simulations with other  target  tracking

filters have also been performed.

 6.2 Quantitative (Monte Carlo) Simulation Overview

A central  issue in using the Monte Carlo method for quantitative simulation is determining the

number of Monte Carlo simulation iterations to  perform so that  the result  of the simulation is

statistically significant and achieves a specific accuracy in the simulation result [71].  If an infinite

number  of  Monte  Carlo  simulations  were  performed  the  population  mean  μx,  the  population

standard deviation σx, and the population variance σ2
x , would be calculated [72].  The population

statistics are the actual statistics of the unknown quantity being calculated.  For a finite number of

Monte Carlo simulations being performed the sample mean x, the sample standard deviation Sx, and

the sample variance  S2
x, would be calculated  [72].  Since it is impractical to perform an infinite

number of Monte Carlo simulations, the technique that had been employed in this dissertation to

determine  the  number  of  Monte  Carlo  simulations  to  perform,  had  been  based  on  confidence

intervals [73].

As stated before in Section 4.3.2, the Monte Carlo method, for a  99.75% confidence level in the

range ±3σ, can be expressed as the probability [64]:
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P{∣ 1
N
∑
j=1

N

ξ j−m∣<3×σ

√N }≈0.997

with N  the number of independent random variables,

ξ  the random variable,

m  the unknown quantity to calculate, and

σ  the square root of the variance (i.e. standard deviation).

(6.1)

From  this  it  follows  that  the  arithmetic  mean  of  the  independent  random  variables  will  be

approximately equal to the unknown quantity to calculate, namely m.  Importantly, as the number of

independent random variables  N increases, the error in the estimate of the unknown quantity to

calculate m, approaches zero.  In essence, a confidence interval is a statistical measure that aims to

provide information about a specific population statistic based on a sample statistic.  There are

generally two methods in which confidence intervals could be used in Monte Carlo simulations

[73].  Firstly, the sample mean of a Monte Carlo simulation of a predefined number of iterations

could  be  determined,  and  the  confidence  interval  width  could  then  be  determined  around this

sample mean.  Secondly, the number of Monte Carlo simulation iterations to be performed to reach

a  specific  confidence  interval  width  could  be  determined  through  the  approximation  of  the

population mean and the population standard deviation.   The second method had been used in

determining the number of Monte Carlo simulation iterations to perform for this dissertation and is

discussed in Section 6.3.

 6.3 Number of Monte Carlo Simulation Iterations

The upper and lower bounds of the confidence level (CL), is defined by [71] as follows:
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(L ,U )CL=μ X±(zc×
σ X

√n )
with μ X  the population mean,

z c  the confidence coefficient for each confidence interval,

σ X  the population standard deviation, and

n  the number of simulation iterations.

(6.2)

However, since the population mean μx, and the population standard deviation σx, is not known, the

upper and lower bounds of the confidence level (CL), is defined by [71] as follows:

(L ,U )CL= x̄±(zc×
S x

√n)
with x̄  the sample mean,

z c  the confidence coefficient for each confidence interval,

S x  the sample standard deviation, and

n  the number of simulation iterations.

(6.3)

If it is assumed that the population standard deviation is approximately equal to the sample standard

deviation, i.e. σx ≈ Sx, and the population mean is approximately equal to the sample mean, i.e. μx ≈

x, and it is further assumed that the confidence interval represents twice the maximum error, i.e.

errormax=(zc×
S x

√n) , then the number of simulation iterations can be expressed as follows [71],

[73]:
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n=[ 100×zc×S x

E× x̄ ]
2

with zc  a statistical constant for each confidence interval,

S x  the sample standard deviation,

E  the error expressed as a percentage, and

x̄  the sample mean.

 (6.4)

Since it was assumed that the population standard deviation was approximately equal to the sample

standard deviation, and that the population mean was approximately equal to the sample mean, the

population standard deviation and population mean must initially be approximated by running a

single simulation a large number of times, in this case 107 times as suggested by [71].  From this

single simulation,  the  approximate  population  standard  deviation  and the population mean was

calculated  as  the  sample  standard  deviation  and  the  sample  mean.   Using  these  approximated

population  statistics  and  (6.4),  the  number  of  Monte  Carlo  simulation  iterations  for  a  given

confidence level was calculated as shown in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Confidence Level versus Monte Carlo Simulation Iterations

Confidence Level (%) Error (%) zc n

99.75 0.25 3.0000 647533.856

99.00 1.00 2.5800 29932.252

98.00 2.00 2.3300 6103.119

96.00 4.00 2.0500 1181.103

95.50 4.50 2.0000 888.249

95.00 5.00 1.9600 690.991

90.00 10.00 1.6450 121.684

80.00 20.00 1.2800 18.419

68.00 32.00 1.0000 4.391

50.00 50.00 0.6745 0.818

The number of  Monte  Carlo  simulation  iterations  performed to evaluate  the particle  filter  was

chosen to be 6,200 that presented a confidence level of 98%, according to Table 6.1.  This choice

was  based  on the  total  number  of  simulations  to  perform,  the  time  required  to  perform these
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simulations, and the computational resources available to perform these simulations.

 6.4 Quantitative Simulation Configurations

A number of different configurations of the quantitative simulations had been performed to evaluate

different  parameter settings of the particle filter  as a radar target tracking filter,  compared to a

number of other radar target tracking filters, for various noise models, and under various simulated

operational conditions.  The different configurations are discussed in this section.

 6.4.1 Filter Type

 6.4.1.1 Sequential Importance Re-sampling Particle Filter

The SIR particle filter had been selected for simulation as it  was shown to be the dominant particle

filter  from the literature.   The SIR particle  filter  had been configured for different  numbers  of

particles, namely 1,  10,  100, and  1,000, to determine the effect of the number of particles on the

accuracy performance and normalized processing time of the filter.  The SIR particle filter had been

discussed in Section 4.6.

 6.4.1.2 Alpha-Beta Filter

The  alpha-beta  filter  with  fixed  gain  had  been  selected  for  simulation  as  it  presented  a  low

computational complexity, low accuracy radar target tracking filter.  The alpha-beta filter had been

discussed in Section 3.3.1.  The position gain and velocity gain values for the alpha-beta filter was

selected through experimentation as 0.5 and 0.5 respectively, to produce a reasonably filtered track

of the external model described in Section 5.4.3.

 6.4.1.3 Singer-Kalman Filter

The Kalman filter selected for simulation and comparison was the Singer-Kalman filter as described

by [74].  This specific implementation of the Kalman filter was selected as it is a special case of the

Kalman filter as described in Section 3.3.2, that is governed by a target model that represents the

motion  of  a  manned maneuvering  target.   As such,  it  was  deemed to  be  appropriate  filter  for

tracking an arbitrary target with an external model as described in Section 5.4.3.  The transition

matrix for the Singer-Kalman filter is given by [74] as follows:
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ϕ (T ,α )=[
1 T

1
α 2 [−1+α T+e−α T ]

0 1
1
α

[1−e−α T ]

0 0 e−α T
]

with T  the target position in time, and

α  the reciprocal of the maneuver (acceleration) time constant.

(6.5)

The implementation of the Singer-Kalman filter was done as described by [75].  The Singer-Kalman

filter is also referred to in the literature as the Singer-α β γ-Kalman filter.

 6.4.2 Noise Model

 6.4.2.1 Gaussian Noise

The Gaussian noise model had selected as it represented the standard process noise model used in

radar  target  tracking  filter  simulation,  namely  additive  white  Gaussian  noise  (AWGN).   The

Gaussian noise model had been discussed in Section 5.5.1.

 6.4.2.2 Laplacian Noise

The Laplacian noise model had been selected as it represented a non-Gaussian noise model with

which to evaluate the particle filter as a radar target tracking filter.  The Laplacian noise model had

been discussed in Section 5.5.2.

 6.4.3 Detections

 6.4.3.1 Ideal Detections

In an ideal detection scenario, ever transmitted radar pulse or waveform would generate a return

from the target being tracked.  Although this scenario might not represent a real-world condition,

this ideal detection scenario had been used as a baseline against which to evaluate the SIR particle

filter as a radar target tracking filter.

 6.4.3.2 Missed Detections

In a non-ideal detection scenario, some target detections will be missed by the radar due to various
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environmental, operational or target conditions.  The missed detections scenario had been simulated

by randomly inserting missed detections in the target detection data from a level of 1% to 10% of

the total detections in increments of 1%.  The missed detections scenario had been used to evaluate

the particle filter as a radar target tracking filter under these non-ideal, and thus more practical, real-

world condition.

 6.4.3.3 Transients

The evaluation of the particle filter as a radar target tracking filter in the presence of a transient

condition in the target detection data had also been simulated.  Transients can be caused by some

environmental or operational conditions.  The ability of a radar target tracking filter to handle these

transient events without becoming unstable or oscillating is important in tracking filter engineering

[6].

 6.5 Quantitative Simulation Summary

A summary of the quantitative simulations that had been performed for the dissertation is shown in

Table  6.2.  The selection of the filter parameters have been described in Section 6.4.1.  For each

simulation configuration,  6,200 Monte Carlo simulation iterations were performed based on the

selection method as described in Section 6.3.

Table 6.2: Quantitative Simulation Summary

Filter Type Filter Parameters Noise Model Missed Detections 
(Increment)

Transient 
(Level) 

SIR Particle 1 ; 10 ; 100 ; 1,000
Gaussian

0% No
Laplacian

Alpha-Beta 0.5 ; 0.5
Gaussian

0% No
Laplacian

Singer-Kalman None
Gaussian

0% No
Laplacian

SIR Particle 1 ; 10 ; 100 ; 1,000
Gaussian

1% – 10% (1%) No
Laplacian

Alpha-Beta 0.5 ; 0.5
Gaussian

1% – 10% (1%) No
Laplacian

Singer-Kalman None
Gaussian

1% – 10% (1%) No
Laplacian
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Filter Type Filter Parameters Noise Model Missed Detections 
(Increment)

Transient 
(Level) 

SIR Particle 1 ; 10 ; 100 ; 1,000
Gaussian

0% Yes (100%)
Laplacian

Alpha-Beta 0.5 ; 0.5
Gaussian

0% Yes (100%)
Laplacian

Singer-Kalman None
Gaussian

0% Yes (100%)
Laplacian

 6.6 Sequential Importance Re-sampling Particle Filter Evaluation

 6.6.1 Accuracy

The accuracy of the sequential importance re-sampling (SIR) particle filter will be evaluated for an

ideal  detection,  a  missed  detection,  and  a  transient  detection  scenario.   The  metric  used  in

evaluating the accuracy of the SIR particle filter is the root mean squared error (RMSE), that had

been discussed in Section 3.4.1.

 6.6.1.1 Ideal Detections

The accuracy performance using the RMSE metric, and the processing time performance of the SIR

particle filter in Gaussian noise and for an ideal detection scenario, is shown in Figure 6.1, with PF

denoting the particle filter,  A-B denoting the alpha-beta filter,  S-K denoting the Singer-Kalman

filter, and PT denoting processing time.
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Figure 6.1: RMSE & Processing Time Comparison in Gaussian Noise

It can be observed that as the number of particles used in the SIR particle filter algorithm increases,

the RMSE decreases, and thus the accuracy increases.  For comparison, the accuracy performance

of  the  alpha-beta  filter  and  Singer-Kalman  filter  in  Gaussian  noise  and  for  an  ideal  detection

scenario, is also shown in Figure 6.1.  The Singer-Kalman filter has better accuracy performance

that the alpha-beta filter.  For 100 particles used in the SIR particle filter algorithm, the SIR particle

filter has better accuracy performance than both the alpha-beta filter and the Singer-Kalman filter.

Increasing the number of particles used in the SIR particle filter  algorithm to  1,000,  leads to a

further RMSE decrease, and thus an accuracy increase.

The accuracy performance using the RMSE metric, and processing time performance of the SIR

particle filter in Laplacian noise and for an ideal detection scenario, is shown in Figure 6.2, with PF

denoting the particle filter,  A-B denoting the alpha-beta filter,  S-K denoting the Singer-Kalman

filter, and PT denoting processing time.
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Figure 6.2: RMSE & Processing Time Comparison in Laplacian Noise

It can be observed that as the number of particles used in the SIR particle filter algorithm increases,

the RMSE decreases, and thus the accuracy increases.  For comparison, the accuracy performance

of  the  alpha-beta  filter  and Singer-Kalman filter  in  Laplacian  noise  and for  an  ideal  detection

scenario, is also shown in Figure 6.2.  The Singer-Kalman filter and the alpha-beta filter has similar

accuracy performance in this scenario.  For 10 particles used in the SIR particle filter algorithm, the

SIR particle filter has better accuracy performance than both the alpha-beta filter and the Singer-

Kalman filter.  Increasing the number of particles used in the SIR particle filter algorithm to 100 and

1,000, leads to further RMSE decreases, and thus accuracy increases.

From the results that had been obtained, the following three observations had been made, namely:

• the accuracy performance of the SIR particle filter is a function of the number of particles

used in the SIR particle filter algorithm;

• the SIR particle filter has better accuracy performance in Laplacian noise than in Gaussian

noise;

• the SIR particle filter has better accuracy performance than both the alpha-beta filter and the

Singer-Kalman filter in both Gaussian noise and Laplacian noise.
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 6.6.1.2 Missed Detections

The missed target detection accuracy performance using the RMSE metric of the SIR particle filter

in Gaussian noise, is shown in  Figure  6.3.  The missed target detection scenario was simulated

from a level  of  1% to  10% of  the total  detections  in increments of  1%.   The ideal  detections

scenario as described in Section 6.6.1.1, is also shown as a baseline.

Figure 6.3: Particle Filter RMSE for Missed Detections in Gaussian Noise

In  general,  it  can  be  observed  that  as  the  number  of  missed  detections  increases,  the  RMSE

increases,  and thus the accuracy decreases.   The RMSE can be reduced, and thus the accuracy

increased by increasing the number of particles used in the SIR particle filter algorithm.

The missed target detection accuracy performance using the RMSE metric of the SIR particle filter

in Laplacian noise, is shown in  Figure  6.4.  The missed target detection scenario was simulated

from a level  of  1% to  10% of  the total  detections  in increments of  1%.   The ideal  detections

scenario as described in Section 6.6.1.1, is also shown as a baseline.
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Figure 6.4: Particle Filter RMSE for Missed Detections in Laplacian Noise

In  general,  it  can  be  observed  that  as  the  number  of  missed  detections  increases,  the  RMSE

increases,  and thus the accuracy decreases.   The RMSE can be reduced, and thus the accuracy

increased by increasing the number of particles used in the SIR particle filter algorithm.  However,

the increase in accuracy related to an increase in the number of particles used in the SIR particle

filter algorithm for the Laplacian noise scenario, is not as great as for the Gaussian noise scenario.

For comparison, the missed target detection RMSE performance of the alpha-beta filter, the Singer-

Kalman filter, and the SIR particle filter with  1,000 particle in Gaussian and Laplacian noise, is

shown in Figure 6.5, with A-B denoting the alpha-beta filter, S-K denoting the Singer-Kalman filter,

and PF (N = 1000) denoting the particle filter with 1,000 particles.  In general it can be observed

that  as the number of missed detections  increases,  the RMSE increases,  and thus  the accuracy

decreases.  This is true for both the alpha-beta filter the Singer-Kalman filter, and the particle filter,

and for both the Gaussian noise and the Laplacian noise scenarios.  On average, the Singer-Kalman

filter has better accuracy performance in the missed target detection scenario than the alpha-beta

filter  for both the Gaussian noise and Laplacian noise scenarios.   The particle  filter  has  better

accuracy performance in the missed target detection scenario than both the alpha-beta filter and the

Singer-Kalman filter, for both the Gaussian noise and Laplacian noise scenarios.
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Figure 6.5: Alpha-Beta, Singer-Kalman and SIR Particle Filter RMSE for Missed Detections

From the results that had been obtained, the following two observations had been made, namely:

1. for the missed detection scenario, the accuracy performance of the SIR particle filter can be

improved by increasing the number of particles used in the SIR particle filter algorithm;

2. for the missed detection scenario in Laplacian noise, the increase in the number of particles

used in the SIR particle filter algorithm had less of an effect on improving the accuracy

performance of the SIR particle filter than in the Gaussian noise scenario.

 6.6.1.3 Transients

The accuracy performance using the RMSE metric, and the processing time performance of the SIR

particle filter in Gaussian noise and for a transient detection scenario, is shown in Figure 6.6.  It can

be observed that as the number of particles used in the SIR particle filter algorithm increases from

10 particles onwards, the RMSE increases, and thus the accuracy decreases.  This is the inverse as

to what was observed in Section 6.6.1.1, for the ideal detection scenario.  This phenomenon could

be explained by the SIR particle filter's sensitivity to outliers, as had been reported in Section 4.6.

Furthermore, for  10 particles used in the SIR particle filter algorithm, the SIR particle filter had

better accuracy performance than had been reported in Section 6.6.1.1.  This phenomenon could be

explained by the transient countering the effect of the loss of particle diversity in the SIR particle

filter, as had been reported in Section 4.6.  This means that transients have both a positive and
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negative effect on the SIR particle filter.  For comparison, the accuracy performance of the alpha-

beta filter and Singer-Kalman filter in Gaussian noise and for a transient detection scenario, is also

shown in  Figure  6.6, with PF denoting the particle filter, A-B denoting the alpha-beta filter, S-K

denoting the Singer-Kalman filter,  and PT denoting processing time.   The Singer-Kalman filter

again has better accuracy performance that the alpha-beta filter.  For 10 particles used in the SIR

particle filter algorithm, the SIR particle filter has better accuracy performance than both the alpha-

beta filter and the Singer-Kalman filter.

Figure 6.6: RMSE & Processing Time Comparison for Transient Detections in Gaussian Noise

The accuracy performance using the RMSE metric, and the processing time performance of the SIR

particle filter in Laplacian noise and for a transient detection scenario, is shown in Figure 6.7.  It

can be observed that as the number of particles used in the SIR particle filter algorithm increases,

the RMSE decreases, and thus the accuracy increases, but only up to approximately 100 particles.

For  comparison,  the  accuracy performance  of  the  alpha-beta  filter  and Singer-Kalman filter  in

Laplacian noise and for a transient detection scenario, is also shown in Figure 6.7, with PF denoting

the particle filter, A-B denoting the alpha-beta filter, S-K denoting the Singer-Kalman filter, and PT

denoting processing time.  The alpha-beta filter has better accuracy performance than the Singer-

Kalman filter in this scenario, which is the inverse as to what was observed in Section 6.6.1.1.  This

phenomenon could be explained by the  position gain and velocity gain values of the alpha-beta

filter limiting the effect of the transient on the filtered target track.  Furthermore, for  10 particles
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used in the SIR particle filter algorithm, the SIR particle filter has worse accuracy performance than

was reported in Section 6.6.1.1.

Figure 6.7: RMSE & Processing Time Comparison for Transient Detections in Laplacian Noise

From the results that had been obtained, the following four observations had been made, namely:

1. for the transient detection scenario in Gaussian noise:

1. the accuracy performance of the SIR particle filter is generally better than for the ideal

detection scenario;

2. the accuracy performance of the SIR particle filter cannot be improved by increasing the

number of particles used in the SIR particle filter algorithm above 10 particles;

2. for the transient detection scenario in Laplacian noise;

1. the accuracy performance of the SIR particle filter is generally the same than for the

ideal  detection  scenario,  if  the  number  of  particles  used  in  the  SIR  particle  filter

algorithm is above 100 particles;

2. the accuracy performance of the SIR particle filter cannot be improved by increasing the

number of particles used in the SIR particle filter algorithm above 100 particles.
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 6.6.1.4 Accuracy Performance Summary

The RMSE for the SIR particle filter, the alpha-beta filter and the Singer-Kalman filter, for an ideal

detection, an average missed detection, and a transient detection scenario, for the simulations that

had been performed is shown in  Table  6.3.  Although the SIR particle filter has better accuracy

performance in all cases, the performance of the Singer-Kalman filter is very close to that of the

SIR particle filter in the case of the average missed detection in the Gaussian noise scenario.  This is

due to the missed detections resulting in the SIR particle filter re-sampling process being performed

less often.  The SIR particle filter will then tend towards the SIS particle filter in behaviour, where

no re-sampling  is  performed.   As  stated  in  Section  4.4,  the  SIS  particle  filter  suffers  from an

unavoidable problem known as the degeneracy phenomenon.

Table 6.3: Root Mean Squared Error Summary

Filter Type Noise Model Ideal Detection Missed 
Detections (Avg.)

Transient 

Alpha-Beta
Gaussian 0.17077 0.36312 0.19129

Laplacian 0.16901 0.39942 0.20833

Singer-Kalman
Gaussian 0.12104 0.31588 0.16677

Laplacian 0.16151 0.34276 0.21131

SIR Particle
NP = 1

Gaussian 1.88078 1.17837 1.54286

Laplacian 1.57242 1.38101 1.89000

SIR Particle
NP = 10

Gaussian 0.23392 0.46238 0.14889

Laplacian 0.15247 0.39364 0.29299

SIR Particle
NP = 100

Gaussian 0.11033 0.40900 0.15433

Laplacian 0.13619 0.45492 0.16334

SIR Particle
NP = 1000

Gaussian 0.09666 0.31103 0.16087

Laplacian 0.13223 0.30159 0.18368

Confidence Interval: 98%

 6.6.2 Computational Complexity

The computational complexity of the SIR particle filter had been evaluated for an ideal detection, a

missed  detection,  and  a  transient  detection  scenario.   The  metric  used  in  evaluating  the

computational complexity of the SIR particle filter had been the normalized processing time in

seconds, that had been discussed in Section 3.4.2.  For the missed detections scenario, the average

normalized processing time for a missed detection level of  1% to  10% of the total detections in
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increments of  1%, is presented.  The processing time for each filter had been calculated on the

actual processing time required to implement the filter algorithm only, and not on the computational

load of the radar  target tracking filter  simulator.   The processing time for each filter  had been

normalized on the longest processing time, namely that of the SIR particle filter with 1,000 particles

used in the SIR particle filter algorithm.  The normalized processing time for the SIR particle filter,

the  alpha-beta  filter,  and  the  Singer-Kalman  filter,  for  an  ideal  detection,  an  average  missed

detection, and a transient detection scenario, for the simulations that had been performed is shown

in Table 6.4.

Table 6.4: Normalized Processing Time Summary

Filter Type Noise Model Ideal Detection Missed 
Detections (Avg.)

Transient 

Alpha-Beta
Gaussian 0.00244 0.00272 0.00269

Laplacian 0.00245 0.00275 0.00265

Singer-Kalman
Gaussian 0.00328 0.00365 0.00335

Laplacian 0.00337 0.00367 0.00331

SIR Particle
NP = 1

Gaussian 0.00446 0.00492 0.00450

Laplacian 0.00458 0.00489 0.00449

SIR Particle
NP = 10

Gaussian 0.00769 0.00837 0.00820

Laplacian 0.00798 0.00846 0.00791

SIR Particle
NP = 100

Gaussian 0.04612 0.04705 0.04811

Laplacian 0.04907 0.04748 0.04771

SIR Particle
NP = 1000

Gaussian 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000

Laplacian 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000

Confidence Interval: 98%

It can be observed that the higher the number of particles used in the SIR particle filter algorithm,

the  higher  the  normalized  processing  time  of  the  SIR  particle  filter  becomes.   The  lowest

normalized processing time is that of the alpha-beta filter, followed by the Singer-Kalman filter, and

then the SIR particle filter with 1 particle used in the SIR particle filter algorithm. These results had

also been observed in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 in Section 6.6.1.1, and Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 in

Section 6.6.1.3.  Although there are differences in the normalized processing time for each type of

filter in the different noise and detection scenarios, the differences are not significant.

From the results that had been obtained, the following three observations had been made, namely:
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1. the  normalized processing time of the SIR particle filter  is  a function of the number of

particles used in the SIR particle filter algorithm;

2. the  normalized processing time of the SIR particle filter increases with an increase in the

number of particles used in the SIR particle filter algorithm;

3. the  normalized processing time of the SIR particle filter is higher than that of either the

alpha-beta-filter or the Singer-Kalman filter, even for the case with 1 particle used in the SIR

particle filter algorithm.

 6.7 Particle Filter Analysis

 6.7.1 (Parametric) Cramér-Rao Lower Bound

The parametric (or deterministic) Cramér-Rao lower bound, or more commonly referred to just as

the Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB), is the lower bound of the mean squared estimation error for

an  estimate  of  a  nonrandom parameter,  which  defines  the  absolute  accuracy achievable  of  an

unbiased estimation process [70].  The square root of the CRLB of an unbiased estimation process

is the best achievable precision of the unbiased estimation process [49].  For an unbiased estimator,

the CRLB can be expressed, given by [70], as follows:

E [( x̂ i− x i)
2
]⩾F ii

−1

with F ii  the Fisher information matrix,

x̂i  the expected value, and

xi  the actual value.

(6.6)

The CRLB had been used as a metric in determining the estimation performance of particle filters in

underwater navigation,  [76] and  [77], surface navigation  [78],  and missile tracking applications

[79].  However, in these cases the theoretical CRLB could be derived since the model of the inertial

navigation  system,  [76] and  [78],  or  target  dynamics  [79] was  know,  or  parametric  data  was

available [77].

 6.7.2 Posterior Cramér-Rao Lower Bound

The posterior (or Bayesian) Cramér-Rao lower bound (PCRLB) is the lower bound of the mean
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squared  estimation  error  for  any estimate  of  a  random parameter,  which  defines  the  absolute

accuracy achievable of any estimation process  [80].  The difference between the CRLB and the

PCRLB is that the parameter being estimated is nonrandom in the case of the CRLB, and random in

the case of the PCRLB.  Furthermore, the estimation process in the case of the CRLB has to be

unbiased, while in the case of the PCRLB, it can be either unbiased or biased.  These differences

makes the PCRLB more powerful that the CRLB as a lower bound of an estimator  [80].  The

PCRLB has been used as a metric in determining the estimation performance of particle filters in

underwater navigation [81], and for nonlinear filtering applications, [82] and [83].

The theoretical derivation of the PCRLB is not trivial and some of the methods employed to derive

the theoretical PCRLB is overly optimistic,  as reported by  [84].   Often there are  no analytical

solutions to the PCRLB as it involves the solving of complex, multi-dimensional integrals  [80].

However,  the  PCRLB can  be  approximated  through  a  numerical  simulation-based  approached

where  a priori information is available about a nonlinear estimation process  [85].  If no  a priori

information about a nonlinear estimation process is available, then particle filters can even be used

to approximate the PCRLB recursively for that nonlinear estimation process [85].  This approached

has  been  proved  to  be  sufficiently  accurate  to  approximate  the  PCRLB  for  missile  tracking

applications  [86].  The method used to numerically approximate the PCRLB, is known as Monte

Carlo integration [80].  The process of Monte Carlo integration is given by [87] as follows:

√ 1
M ∑

i=1

M

( x̂ t
i
− xt)

2
⩾√ tr P t

with M  the number of Monte Carlo integration iterations,

t  the time in the Monte Carlo integration iteration i ,

x̂t
i  the expected value,

xt  the actual value, and

tr P t  the trace of the CRLB.

 (6.7)

The  PCRLB  is  calculated  by  the  radar  target  tracking  filter  simulator  for  a  given  simulation

configuration using  (6.7), and the PCRLB data is saved and a PCRLB plot can be generated as

discussed in Section 5.9.2. The PCRLB versus time for the SIR particle filter, tracking the target as
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described in Section 5.4.3 in Gaussian noise, and for a different number of particles (NP), is shown

in Figure 6.8.

Figure 6.8: Posterior Cramér-Rao Lower Bound versus Time for Sequential Importance Re-
sampling Particle Filter in Gaussian Noise

The PCRLB versus time for the SIR particle filter, tracking the target as described in Section 5.4.3

in Laplacian noise, and for a different number of particles (NP), is shown in Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9: Posterior Cramér-Rao Lower Bound versus Time for Sequential Importance Re-
sampling Particle Filter in Laplacian Noise

From these figures it can be observed that the PCRLB of the SIR particle filter is a function of the

number of particles used in the SIR particle filter algorithm.  As the number of particles used in the

SIR particle filter increases, the calculated PCRLB decreases.  The decrease in the PCRLB is not

linear in relation to the increase in the number of particle used in the SIR particle filter algorithm.

Thus, there is a optimal number of particles to use in the SIR particle filter algorithm where the

increased  normalized processing time of using a larger amount of particles,  would not yield an

equivalent increase in the performance of the SIR particle filter as a radar target tracking filter.  The

theoretical PCRLB will be reached when the number of particles used in the SIR particle filter

algorithm equals infinity, i.e. NP = ∞.

 6.8 Summary

In this chapter the performance of the SIR particle filter as a radar target tracking filter had been

evaluated  and  analyzed  through  quantitative  simulation.   The  SIR  particle  filter  for  different

numbers of particles, had been compared to the alpha-beta filter and the Singer-Kalman filter.  The

accuracy  performance  of  the  filters  had  been  analyzed  with  the  RMSE  metric,  and  the

computational complexity of the filters  had been analyzed with the normalized processing time

metric.   The error bounds of the SIR particle filter  have also been analyzed through  numerical
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approximation of the PCRLB through Monte Carlo integration.  In Chapter 7, the conclusions that

can  be  drawn  from  the  research  conducted  for  the  dissertation  will  be  presented.   Some

recommendations of future work based on the research conducted for the dissertation will also be

presented.
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 Chapter 7 : Conclusions and Recommendations 

 7.1 Introduction

An overview of the objectives of the research conducted for the dissertation, are presented  in this

chapter.  The conclusions that had been drawn from the research conducted for the dissertation, are

presented and discussed in this chapter.  Finally, some recommendations of future work based on

the research conducted for the dissertation is presented.  These recommendations focuses mainly on

the computational complexity, and the practical implementation of particle filters in radar systems.

A number of  extensions  that  can be  made to  the radar  target  tracking filter  simulator  are  also

suggested.

 7.2 Research Objectives

The accomplishment of the research objectives as had been defined in Section 1.4, are presented as

follows:

1. a generic simulation framework consisting of a target model, a noise model, a target tracking

filter  model,  and a  display and data  capture module for evaluating radar  target tracking

filters, had been developed;

2. the evaluation of a particle filter algorithm, namely the sequential importance re-sampling

(SIR) particle filter,  for use as a radar target tracking filter  had been performed through

simulation and analysis thereof, according to the predefined metrics, namely the root mean

squared error (RMSE) and the normalized processing time;

3. the limitations in the field of research had been identified from the literature review, and the

field of research had been extend by addressing these research limitations as follows:

1. the quality of the external model of the target used for evaluating the performance of the

radar target tracking filter had been verified from literature;

2. the noise model used for evaluating the performance of the radar target tracking filter

had been clearly defined;

3. the noise model used for evaluating the performance of the radar target tracking filter

had been extended to include a non-Gaussian (Laplacian) noise model;
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4. the number of simulation iterations used for evaluating the performance of the radar

target tracking filter, and which had a direct impact on determining the accuracy of the

radar  target  tracking  filter,  had  been  determined  through  a  theoretically  defensible

approach to a specified level of confidence;

5. the performance of the SIR particle filter, the Singer-Kalman filter, and the alpha-beta

filter as radar target tracking filters under simulated real-world detection scenarios, such

as missed target detections and transient detections, had been evaluated;

6. the computational complexity of the SIR particle filter, the Singer-Kalman filter, and the

alpha-beta filter as radar target tracking filters had been evaluated.

 7.3 Conclusions

A number of conclusions can now be made based on the research  conducted for the dissertation,

namely:

1. the accuracy performance of the SIR particle filter is a function of the number of particles

used in the SIR particle filter algorithm, with an increase in the number of particles used in

the SIR particle filter algorithm leading to an increase in accuracy performance, except the

increase in accuracy performance is not as large, with a confidence level of 98%, in the case

of the missed detections in the Laplacian noise scenario;

2. the SIR particle filter has better accuracy performance, with a confidence level of 98%, in

Laplacian  noise  than  in  Gaussian  noise,  and better  accuracy performance than  both the

alpha-beta filter and the Singer-Kalman filter in both noise cases;

3. the  normalized processing time of the SIR particle filter  is  a function of the number of

particles used in the SIR particle filter algorithm, with an increase in the number of particles

used in the SIR particle filter algorithm leading to an increase in  normalized processing

time;

4. the  normalized processing time of the SIR particle filter is higher than that of either the

alpha-beta filter or the Singer-Kalman filter, but with improved accuracy performance;

5. the posterior Cramér-Rao lower bound (PCRLB) of the SIR particle filter is a function of the

number of particles used in the particle filter, with an increase in the number of particles

used in the SIR particle filter algorithm leading to a decrease in the PCRLB.
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 7.4 Recommendations

A number of recommendations are now made with regard future work that can be done, based on

the research that had been conducted for the dissertation.

 7.4.1 Computational Complexity

The high computational complexity of particle filters remains a limiting factor in their practical use,

due to the necessary computational requirements for solving real-time estimation problems  [88].

The normalized processing time of the particle filter is proportional to the number of particles used

in  the  particle  filter  algorithm.   One  effective  method  to  dynamically  control  the  normalized

processing time of the particle filter is through the reduction of the number of active particles, as is

done in the generic particle filter (GPF) [89].  However, this would lead to the problem of particle

path degeneration, and sample impoverishment due to lack of particle diversity,  as discussed in

Section 4.5.   The variable  rate  particle  filter  (VRPF) discussed in  Section 4.7.5,  makes  use of

variable  rate  re-sampling  based  on  a  specific  dynamic  model,  to  mitigate  the  effects  of

computational inefficiency in the particle filter.  However, a dynamic model  of the process being

modeled needs to exist  in order  for the filter  to  be useful,  as the re-sampling rate  needs to be

adjusted based on the dynamic model.

An alternative approach to research for the VRPF algorithm, would be the implementation of an

adaptive re-sampling rate that would adjust the re-sampling rate based on the past behaviour of the

process  being  modeled,  instead  of  a  dynamic  model.   The  normalized  processing  time of  this

approach could be lower than that of the SIR particle filter, but its accuracy could also potentially

be lower.  These factors have to be determined and evaluated through quantitative simulations, as

had been described in Chapter 6.  Related to the VRPF algorithm, a number of techniques based on

partial  re-sampling has also been suggested to reduce the number of operations and amount of

memory as required by SIR particle filters [90].

Efficient  algorithms  for  the  distributed  implementation  of  particle  filters  have  been  studied  as

reported by  [91].  Importantly, the exact  posterior Cramér-Rao lower bound (PCRLB) for these

efficient algorithms have been produced, and can thus be used in further research into the efficient

distributed implementation of particle filters.

 7.4.2 Practical Implementation

The practical implementation of particle filters for various applications have been studied, most
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notably in the fields of econometrics, computer vision, and robotics [88].  As previously stated in

Section 7.4.1, particle filters do have a high normalized processing time that is proportional to the

number of particles used in the particle filter algorithm.  However, the practical implementation of

particle filters to reduce their normalized processing time is an active field of research.

A proposed  solution  involves  the  use  of  a  many-core  computing  architecture,  like  a  graphics

processing unit (GPU) or general purpose GPU (GPGPU), and a distributed particle filter algorithm

[88].  The research found that the type of estimation problem and the exchange scheme used in the

distributed  particle  filter  algorithm,  determined  both  the  computational  performance  gain  and

accuracy achieved with the distributed particle filter algorithm.  The view of many-core computing

in the practical implementation of particle filters is further reinforced by [89], where the focus is on

the parallelization of existing particle filter algorithms on GPUs.  It was found that for applications

where the number of particles exceeded 10,000, the GPU implementation had faster execution time.

However, in radar applications where the use of GPUs might not always be feasible due to size and

power constraints, it is however suggested by [88] that embedded many-core architectures would be

a feasible method to achieve performance portability.

The implementation of  particle  filters  for  radar  target  track filtering applications  using  a  field-

programmable gate array (FPGA), had been investigated [92].  It has been found that the numerical

precision that could be achieved with the FPGA, limited the performance of the particle filter with

respect to precision.  Some alternative implementations of the SIR particle filter had been suggested

and evaluated that showed some measure of performance improvement, but these implementations

still required further refinement and more evaluation.

 7.4.3 Radar Target Tracking Filter Simulator

The functionality of the radar target tracking filter simulator that had been produce for the research

conducted for this dissertation, can be extended as follows:

1. other noise models can be implemented to evaluate the performance of particle filters in

tracking targets in different environments, for example in sea or ground clutter [93];

2. the simulated target tracking environment can be extended from a two-dimensional to a

three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system, to evaluate three-dimensional tracking radar

applications;

3. the efficiency of the radar target tracking filter simulator could be improved through the
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application of software refactoring techniques [94];

4. the  simulated  target  tracking  environment  can  be  extended  for  multiple  target  tracking

scenarios.
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Appendix A : Scilab “filter.sce” Source Code

ieee(1); //Floating point exception mode

funcprot(0); //Function protection mode

stacksize('max'); //Maximum stack size

xdel(winsid()); //Close all open figures

clearglobal(); //Kills all variables

clc(); //Clear command window

VERSION = 1;

REVISION = 0;

DATE = "2016-08-03"

FALSE = -1;

TRUE = 1;

//DEBUG = TRUE;

DEBUG = FALSE;

//DEBUG_NOISE = TRUE;

DEBUG_NOISE = FALSE;

//DEBUG_SPIRAL_DIVE = TRUE;

DEBUG_SPIRAL_DIVE = FALSE;

PARTICLE = 1;

PARTICLES_MIN = 1;

PARTICLES_MAX = 100000;

PARTICLES_STEPSIZE = 1;

ALPHA_BETA = 2;

KALMAN = 3;

NONE = 1;

GAUSSIAN = 2;

LAPLACIAN = 3;
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SINGLE_SHOT = 1;

BATCH = 2;

BATCH_MIN = 10;

BATCH_MAX = 100000;

BATCH_STEPSIZE = 10;

PLOT_2D_HORZ = 1;

PLOT_2D_VERT = 2;

PLOT_3D = 3;

SPIRAL_DIVE = 1;

RANDOM = 2;

SINUSOIDAL = 3;

LINEAR = 4;

SPIRAL_AMPLITUDE = 0.20; //amplitude of aircraft spiral

SPIRAL_RATE = 20; //rate of aircraft spiral

global FILTER_TYPE;

FILTER_TYPE = PARTICLE;

global PARTICLES_PF; //Particle Filter: number of particles in particle filter

PARTICLES_PF = 10;

global ALPHA_ABF; //Alpha-Beta Filter: alpha parameter (position gain)

ALPHA_ABF = 0.1

global BETA_ABF; //Alpha-Beta Filter: beta parameter (velocity gain)

BETA_ABF = 0.1

global NOISE_MODEL;

NOISE_MODEL = NONE;

global SIMULATION_TYPE;

SIMULATION_TYPE = SINGLE_SHOT;
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global BATCH_SIZE;

BATCH_SIZE = BATCH_MIN;

global DISPLAY_LOCK;

DISPLAY_LOCK = TRUE;

global TRUE_TRACK;

TRUE_TRACK = TRUE;

global DETECTIONS;

DETECTIONS = FALSE;

global FILTERED_TRACK;

FILTERED_TRACK = FALSE;

global ERROR_PLOT;

ERROR_PLOT = FALSE;

global PCRLB_PLOT;

PCRLB_PLOT = FALSE;

global PLOT_TYPE;

PLOT_TYPE = PLOT_2D_HORZ;

global TARGET_MODEL;

TARGET_MODEL = SPIRAL_DIVE;

global DETECT_MISSED;

DETECT_MISSED = FALSE;

global DETECT_MISSED_SIZE;

DETECT_MISSED_SIZE = 0;

global DETECT_TRANSIENT;

DETECT_TRANSIENT = FALSE;

global DETECT_TRANSIENT_SIZE;

DETECT_TRANSIENT_SIZE = 0;

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//Simulation parameters
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//////////////////////////////////////////////////

m = 100; //simulation length

n = 100; //number of radar detections in the simulation (number of target detections)

di_abf = 1; //Alpha-Beta Filter: detection interval

noise_scale = 0.4; //scaling factor for noise

Gaussian_noise_std_dev = 0.1; //standard deviation of the Gaussian noise

Laplacian_noise_variance = 0.1; //standard deviation of Laplacian noise

global t;

global x_true;

global x_detections;

global x_filtered;

global xd_errors;

global xf_errors;

global rmse_fil;

global rmse_det;

global time;

global filename_results;

global filename_data;

global batch_rmse_filtered;

global batch_rmse_detections;

global batch_simulation_time;

global pcrlb;

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//Main window

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

function uicontrol_filter()

    filter_ui = figure(...

        "tag",              "filter_ui",...

        "dockable",         "off",...
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        "infobar_visible",  "off",...

        "toolbar_visible",  "off",...

        "toolbar",          "none",...

        "menubar_visible",  "on",...

        "menubar",          "none",...

        "default_axes",     "off",...

        "layout",           "border",...

        "visible",          "off"...

    );

    filter_ui.figure_id         = 100001;

    filter_ui.background        = -2;

    filter_ui.figure_position   = [0 0];

    filter_ui.figure_name       = "Radar Target Tracking Filter Simulator V"

+ string(VERSION) + "." + string(REVISION);

    filter_ui.axes_size         = [1120 840]; // 4:3 aspect ratio

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//Drop-down menu items

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

    h1 = uimenu(filter_ui, "label", gettext("File"));

    uimenu(h1, "label", gettext("Close"), "callback", "filter_ui=

get_figure_handle(100001); delete(filter_ui);", "tag", "close_menu");

    h2 = uimenu(filter_ui, "label", gettext("About"));

uimenu(h2, "label",gettext("About"), "callback","filter_about();");

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//frame_left parameters

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

    frame_left = uicontrol(filter_ui,...

        "tag", "frame_left",...

        "style", "frame",...

        "constraints", createConstraints("border", "left", [250, 0]),...
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        "border", createBorder(...

            "titled",...

            createBorder("line", "lightGray", 1),...

            _("Control Panel"),...

            "center",...

            "below_top",...

            createBorderFont("", 16, "normal"),...

            "black"...

        ),...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "layout", "gridbag"...

    );

    frame_style = uicontrol(frame_left,...

        "style", "frame",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "constraints", createConstraints("gridbag", [1, 10, 1, 1], [1, 1], "both", "center")...

    );

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//frame_right parameters

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

    frame_right = uicontrol(filter_ui,...

        "style", "frame",...

        "layout", "border",...

        "constraints", createConstraints("border", "center")...

    );

    plotid = newaxes(frame_right);

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//Select filter type
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//////////////////////////////////////////////////

    frame_filter_type = uicontrol(frame_left,...

        "style", "frame",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "constraints", createConstraints("gridbag", [1, 1, 1, 1], [0, 0], "both", "center"),...

        "border", createBorder(...

            "titled",...

            createBorder("line", "lightGray", 1),...

            _("Filter Type"),...

            "center",...

            "top",...

            createBorderFont("", 11, "normal"),...

            "black"...

        ),...

        "layout_options", createLayoutOptions("grid", [8, 1])...

    );

    frame_filter_type.layout = "grid";

    uicontrol(frame_filter_type,...

        "tag", "kalman",...

        "string", "Singer-Kalman",...

        "style", "radiobutton",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "groupname", "filter_type",...

        "callback", "update_filter_type"...

    );

    uicontrol(frame_filter_type,...

        "string", "––––––––––––––––––––",...

        "style", "text",...

        "foregroundcolor", [204/255 204/255 204/255],...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1]...

    );
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    uicontrol(frame_filter_type,...

        "string", "––––––––––––––––––––",...

        "style", "text",...

        "foregroundcolor", [204/255 204/255 204/255],...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1]...

    );

    uicontrol(frame_filter_type,...

        "tag", "beta_abf",...

        "style", "spinner",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "value", BETA_ABF,...

        "min", 0,...

        "max", 1,...

        "sliderstep", [0.01],...

        "callback", "update_filter_type"...

    );

    uicontrol(frame_filter_type,...

        "string", "Beta:",...

        "style", "text",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1]...

    );

    uicontrol(frame_filter_type,...

        "tag", "alpha_abf",...

        "style", "spinner",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "value", ALPHA_ABF,...

        "min", 0,...

        "max", 1,...

        "sliderstep", [0.01],...

        "callback", "update_filter_type"...
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    );

    uicontrol(frame_filter_type,...

        "string", "Alpha:",...

        "style", "text",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "verticalalignment", "middle",...

        "horizontalalignment", "left"...

    );

    uicontrol(frame_filter_type,...

        "string", "",...

        "style", "text",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1]...

    );

    uicontrol(frame_filter_type,...

        "tag", "alpha_beta",...

        "string", "Alpha-Beta",...

        "style", "radiobutton",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "groupname", "filter_type",...

        "callback", "update_filter_type"...

    );

    uicontrol(frame_filter_type,...

        "string", "––––––––––––––––––––",...

        "style", "text",...

        "foregroundcolor", [204/255 204/255 204/255],...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1]...

    );

    uicontrol(frame_filter_type,...

        "string", "––––––––––––––––––––",...
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        "style", "text",...

        "foregroundcolor", [204/255 204/255 204/255],...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1]...

    );

    uicontrol(frame_filter_type,...

        "tag", "particles_pf",...

        "style", "spinner",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "value", PARTICLES_PF,...

        "min", PARTICLES_MIN,...

        "max", PARTICLES_MAX,...

        "sliderstep", [PARTICLES_STEPSIZE],...

        "callback", "update_filter_type"...

    );

    uicontrol(frame_filter_type,...

        "string", strcat(["Particles [", string(PARTICLES_MIN), " - ",

string(PARTICLES_MAX), "]:"]),...

        "style", "text",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "verticalalignment", "middle",...

        "horizontalalignment", "left"...

    );

    uicontrol(frame_filter_type,...

        "string", "",...

        "style", "text",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1]...

    );

    filter_type = uicontrol(frame_filter_type,...

        "tag", "particle",...

        "string", "SIR Particle",...
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        "style", "radiobutton",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "groupname", "filter_type",...

        "callback", "update_filter_type"...

    );

    filter_type.value = 1;

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//Select noise model

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

    frame_noise_model = uicontrol(frame_left,...

        "style", "frame",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "constraints", createConstraints("gridbag", [1, 2, 1, 1], [0, 0], "both", "center"),...

        "border", createBorder(...

            "titled",...

            createBorder("line", "lightGray", 1),...

            _("Noise Model"),...

            "center",...

            "top",...

            createBorderFont("", 11, "normal"),...

            "black"...

        ),...

        "layout_options", createLayoutOptions("grid", [3, 1])...

    );

    frame_noise_model.layout = "grid";

    uicontrol(frame_noise_model,...

        "tag", "laplacian",...

        "string", "Laplacian",...

        "style", "radiobutton",...
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        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "groupname", "noise_model",...

        "callback", "update_noise_model"...

    );

    uicontrol(frame_noise_model,...

        "tag", "gaussian",...

        "string", "Gaussian",...

        "style", "radiobutton",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "groupname", "noise_model",...

        "callback", "update_noise_model"...

    );

    noise_model = uicontrol(frame_noise_model,...

        "tag", "none",...

        "string", "None",...

        "style", "radiobutton",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "groupname", "noise_model",...

        "callback", "update_noise_model"...

    );

    noise_model.value = 1;

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//Select simulation type

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

    frame_simulation_type = uicontrol(frame_left,...

        "style", "frame",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "constraints", createConstraints("gridbag", [1, 3, 1, 1], [0, 0], "both", "center"),...

        "border", createBorder(...
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            "titled",...

            createBorder("line", "lightGray", 1),...

            _("Simulation Type"),...

            "center",...

            "top",...

            createBorderFont("", 11, "normal"),...

            "black"...

        ),...

        "layout_options", createLayoutOptions("grid", [5, 1])...

    );

    frame_simulation_type.layout = "grid";

    uicontrol(frame_simulation_type,...

        "tag", "display_lock",...

        "string", "Display Lock",...

        "style", "checkbox",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "value", 1,...

        "callback", "update_simulation_type"...

    );

    uicontrol(frame_simulation_type,...

        "tag", "batch_size",...

        "style", "spinner",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "value", BATCH_MIN,...

        "min", BATCH_MIN,...

        "max", BATCH_MAX,...

        "sliderstep", [BATCH_STEPSIZE],...

        "callback", "update_simulation_type"...

    );

    uicontrol(frame_simulation_type,...
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        "string", strcat(["Size [", string(BATCH_MIN), " - ", string(BATCH_MAX), "]:"]),...

        "style", "text",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "verticalalignment", "middle",...

        "horizontalalignment", "left"...

    );

    uicontrol(frame_simulation_type,...

        "string", "",...

        "style", "text",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1]...

    );

    uicontrol(frame_simulation_type,...

        "tag", "batch",...

        "string", "Batch",...

        "style", "radiobutton",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "groupname", "simulation_type",...

        "callback", "update_simulation_type"...

    );

    uicontrol(frame_simulation_type,...

        "string", "––––––––––––––––––––",...

        "style", "text",...

       "foregroundcolor", [204/255 204/255 204/255],...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1]...

    );

    uicontrol(frame_simulation_type,...

        "string", "––––––––––––––––––––",...

        "style", "text",...

       "foregroundcolor", [204/255 204/255 204/255],...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1]...
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    );

    uicontrol(frame_simulation_type,...

        "string", "",...

        "style", "text",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1]...

    );

    simulation_type = uicontrol(frame_simulation_type,...

        "tag", "single_shot",...

        "string", "Single Shot",...

        "style", "radiobutton",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "groupname", "simulation_type",...

        "callback", "update_simulation_type"...

    );

    simulation_type.value = SINGLE_SHOT;

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//Select visible plots

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

    frame_visible_plots = uicontrol(frame_left,...

        "style", "frame",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "constraints", createConstraints("gridbag", [1, 4, 1, 1], [0, 0], "both", "center"),...

        "border", createBorder(...

            "titled",...

            createBorder("line", "lightGray", 1),...

            _("Visible Plots"),...

            "center",...

            "top",...

            createBorderFont("", 11, "normal"),...
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            "black"...

        ),...

        "layout_options", createLayoutOptions("grid", [3, 1])...

    );

    frame_visible_plots.layout = "grid";

    uicontrol(frame_visible_plots,...

        "tag", "filtered_track",...

        "string", "Filtered Track",...

        "style", "checkbox",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "value", 0,...

        "callback", "update_visible_plots"...

    );

    uicontrol(frame_visible_plots,...

        "tag", "detections",...

        "string", "Detections",...

        "style", "checkbox",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "value", 0,...

        "callback", "update_visible_plots"...

    );

    uicontrol(frame_visible_plots,...

        "tag", "true_track",...

        "string", "True Track",...

        "style", "checkbox",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "value", 1,...

        "callback", "update_visible_plots"...

    );

//////////////////////////////////////////////////
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//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//Select plot type

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

    frame_plot_type = uicontrol(frame_left,...

        "style", "frame",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "constraints", createConstraints("gridbag", [1, 5, 1, 1], [0, 0], "both", "center"),...

        "border", createBorder(...

            "titled",...

            createBorder("line", "lightGray", 1),...

            _("Plot Type"),...

            "center",...

            "top",...

            createBorderFont("", 11, "normal"),...

            "black"...

        ),...

        "layout_options", createLayoutOptions("grid", [1, 1])...

    );

    frame_plot_type.layout = "grid";

//    uicontrol(frame_plot_type,...

//        "tag", "plot_3d",...

//        "string", "3D Plot",...

//        "style", "radiobutton",...

//        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

//        "groupname", "plot_type",...

//        "callback", "update_plot_type"...

//    );

//    plot_type = uicontrol(frame_plot_type,...

//        "tag", "plot_2d_vert",...

//        "string", "2D Plot Vert.",...
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//        "style", "radiobutton",...

//        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

//        "groupname", "plot_type",...

//        "callback", "update_plot_type"...

//    );

    plot_type = uicontrol(frame_plot_type,...

        "tag", "plot_2d_horz",...

        "string", "2D Plot (Horizontal)",...

        "style", "radiobutton",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "groupname", "plot_type",...

        "callback", "update_plot_type"...

    );

    plot_type.value = PLOT_2D_HORZ;

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//Select auxiliary plots

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

    frame_auxiliary_plots = uicontrol(frame_left,...

        "tag", "frame_auxiliary_plots",...

        "style", "frame",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "constraints", createConstraints("gridbag", [1, 6, 1, 1], [0, 0], "both", "center"),...

        "border", createBorder(...

            "titled",...

            createBorder("line", "lightGray", 1),...

            _("Auxiliary Plots"),...

            "center",...

            "top",...

            createBorderFont("", 11, "normal"),...

            "black"...
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        ),...

        "layout_options", createLayoutOptions("grid", [1, 1])...

    );

    frame_auxiliary_plots.layout = "grid";

    uicontrol(frame_auxiliary_plots,...

        "tag", "pcrlb_plot",...

        "string", "PCRLB Plot",...

        "style", "checkbox",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "value", 0,...

        "enable", "on",...

        "callback", "update_auxiliary_plots"...

    );

    uicontrol(frame_auxiliary_plots,...

        "tag", "error_plot",...

        "string", "Error Plot",...

        "style", "checkbox",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "value", 0,...

        "callback", "update_auxiliary_plots"...

    );

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//Select detection parameters

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

    frame_detect_parameters = uicontrol(frame_left,...

        "style", "frame",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "constraints", createConstraints("gridbag", [1, 7, 1, 1], [0, 0], "both", "center"),...

        "border", createBorder(...
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            "titled",...

            createBorder("line", "lightGray", 1),...

            _("Detection Parameters"),...

            "center",...

            "top",...

            createBorderFont("", 11, "normal"),...

            "black"...

        ),...

        "layout_options", createLayoutOptions("grid", [2, 1])...

    );

    frame_detect_parameters.layout = "grid";

    uicontrol(frame_detect_parameters,...

        "tag", "detect_transient_size",...

        "style", "spinner",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "value", 0,...

        "min", 0,...

        "max", 100,...

        "sliderstep", [10],...

        "callback", "update_detect_parameters"...

    );

    uicontrol(frame_detect_parameters,...

        "tag", "detect_transient",...

        "string", "Transient [%]:",...

        "style", "checkbox",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "value", 0,...

        "callback", "update_detect_parameters"...

    );

    uicontrol(frame_detect_parameters,...
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        "tag", "detect_missed_size",...

        "style", "spinner",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "value", 0,...

        "min", 0,...

        "max", 10,...

        "sliderstep", [1],...

        "callback", "update_detect_parameters"...

    );

    uicontrol(frame_detect_parameters,...

        "tag", "detect_missed",...

        "string", "Missed [%]:",...

        "style", "checkbox",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "value", 0,...

        "callback", "update_detect_parameters"...

    );

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//Select target model

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

    frame_target_model = uicontrol(frame_left,...

        "style", "frame",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "constraints", createConstraints("gridbag", [1, 8, 1, 1], [0, 0], "both", "center"),...

        "border", createBorder(...

            "titled",...

            createBorder("line", "lightGray", 1),...

            _("Target Model"),...

            "center",...

            "top",...

            createBorderFont("", 11, "normal"),...
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            "black"...

        ),...

        "layout_options", createLayoutOptions("grid", [1, 1])...

    );

    frame_target_model.layout = "grid";

    target_models = strcat([gettext("Spiral-Dive"), gettext("Random"),

gettext("Sinusoidal"), gettext("Linear")], "|");

    uicontrol(frame_target_model,...

        "tag", "target_model",...

        "string", target_models,...

        "style", "popupmenu",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "fontSize", 11,...

        "value", 1,...

        "callback", "update_target_model"...

    );

    //Listbox alternative

    //"style", "listbox",...

    //List alternative

    //"string", gettext("item1|item2|item3|item4"),...

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//Run simulation

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

    frame_buttons = uicontrol(frame_left,...

        "style", "frame",...

        "backgroundcolor", [1 1 1],...

        "constraints", createConstraints("gridbag", [1, 9, 1, 1], [0, 0], "both", "center"),...

        "border", createBorder(...
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            "titled",...

            createBorder("line", "lightGray", 1),...

            _(""),...

            "center",...

            "top",...

            createBorderFont("", 11, "normal"),...

            "black"...

        ),...

        "layout_options", createLayoutOptions("grid", [1, 1])...

    );

    frame_buttons.layout = "grid";

    

    run_simulation_button = uicontrol(frame_buttons,...

        "string", "Run Simulation",...

        "style", "pushbutton",...

        "fontsize", 16,...

        "callback", "run_simulation()"...

    );

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//UI draw

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

    filter_ui.immediate_drawing = "off";

    update_plot();

    filter_ui.immediate_drawing = "on";

    filter_ui.visible           = "on";

endfunction

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////////////////////////////////////////////////
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//About menu function

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

function filter_about()

    msg = msprintf(...

        gettext(...

            "Radar Target Tracking Filter Simulator V" + string(VERSION) + "."

+ string(REVISION) +...

            "\nAuthor: E.F. Bauermeister" +...

            "\nDate: " + DATE...

        )...

    );

    messagebox(msg, gettext("About"), "info", "modal");

endfunction

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//Update main plot function

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

function update_plot();

    global t;

    global x_true;

    global x_detections;

    global x_filtered;

    drawlater();

    

    set(gca(), "auto_clear", "on");

    plot2d(0, 0);

    plot_legend = '' ;

   

    if(TRUE_TRACK == TRUE) then

        plot2d(t, x_true);
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        c = gca();

        p = c.children.children(1);

p.line_mode = "on";

p.mark_mode = "off";

p.thickness = 2;

p.foreground = 2;   //blue

plot_legend = cat(1, plot_legend, 'True Track');

set(gca(), "auto_clear", "off");

    end;

    if(FILTERED_TRACK == TRUE) then

        plot2d(t, x_filtered);

        c = gca();

        p = c.children.children(1);

p.line_mode = "on";

p.mark_mode = "off";

p.thickness = 2;

p.foreground = 5;   //red

        plot_legend = cat(1, plot_legend, 'Filtered Track');

        set(gca(), "auto_clear", "off");

    end;

    if(DETECTIONS == TRUE) then

        plot2d(t, x_detections);

        c = gca();

        p = c.children.children(1);

p.line_mode = "off";

p.mark_mode = "on";

p.thickness = 2;

p.mark_style = 2;

p.mark_size = 0;

plot_legend = cat(1, plot_legend, 'Detections');

set(gca(), "auto_clear", "off");
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    end;

    xgrid(1);

    p = c.x_label;

p.font_size = 3;

xlabel('Time');

p = c.y_label;

p.font_size = 3;

ylabel('Track (norm.)');

p = c.title;

p.font_size = 4;

title('Normalized Target Track versus Time');

    drawnow();

    set(gca(), "auto_clear", "off");

    if(plot_legend <> '') then

        legend(plot_legend);

        e = gce();

e.font_size = 2;

    end;

endfunction

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//Simulation function

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

function run_simulation()

    global FILTER_TYPE;

    global PARTICLES_PF;

    global ALPHA_ABF;

    global BETA_ABF;

    global NOISE_MODEL;
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    global SIMULATION_TYPE;

    global BATCH_SIZE;

    global DISPLAY_LOCK;

    global TRUE_TRACK;

    global DETECTIONS;

    global FILTERED_TRACK;

    global PLOT_TYPE;

    global ERROR_PLOT;

    global TARGET_MODEL;

    global DETECT_MISSED;

    global DETECT_MISSED_SIZE;

    global DETECT_TRANSIENT;

    global DETECT_TRANSIENT_SIZE;

    global xd_errors;

    global xf_errors;

    global pcrlb;

    global time;

    global rmse_fil;

    global rmse_det;

    global batch_rmse_filtered;

    global batch_rmse_detections;

    global batch_simulation_time;

    if(SIMULATION_TYPE == SINGLE_SHOT) then

        generate_true();

        generate_detections();

        //Required to reset stopwatch timer?

        tic();

        toc();

        tic(); //start stopwatch timer

        generate_filtered();
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        time = toc(); //stop stopwatch timer

        pcrlb = zeros(1, m);

        compute_error();

        for(i = 1:m)

            pcrlb(i) = sqrt(pcrlb(i));

        end;

        update_plot();

        display_aux_plots();

        save_results();

        display_results();

    elseif(SIMULATION_TYPE == BATCH) then

        time = 0;

        temp_xd_errors = 0;

        temp_xf_errors = 0;

        pcrlb = zeros(1, m);

        for(i = 1:BATCH_SIZE)

            generate_true();

            generate_detections();

            //Required to reset stopwatch timer?

            tic();

            toc();

            tic(); //start stopwatch timer

            generate_filtered();

            time = time + toc(); //stop stopwatch timer

            compute_error();

            batch_simulation_time(i) = time;

            batch_rmse_detections(i) = rmse_det;
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            batch_rmse_filtered(i) = rmse_fil;

            temp_xd_errors = temp_xd_errors + xd_errors;

            temp_xf_errors = temp_xf_errors + xf_errors;

            if(DISPLAY_LOCK == FALSE) then

update_plot();

display_aux_plots();

            end;

            clc();

            mprintf("Running batch simulation %d of %d...", i, BATCH_SIZE);

        end;

        xd_errors = temp_xd_errors / BATCH_SIZE;

        xf_errors = temp_xf_errors / BATCH_SIZE;

        for(i = 1:m)

            pcrlb(i) = sqrt(pcrlb(i) / BATCH_SIZE);

        end;

        display_aux_plots();

        save_results();

        display_results();

    end;

    if(DEBUG == TRUE) then

        disp("run_simulation()...");

        mprintf("FILTER_TYPE = %d\n", FILTER_TYPE);

        mprintf("PARTICLES_PF = %d\n", PARTICLES_PF);

        mprintf("ALPHA_ABF = %1.2f\n", ALPHA_ABF);

        mprintf("BETA_ABF = %1.2f\n", BETA_ABF);

        mprintf("NOISE_MODEL = %d\n", NOISE_MODEL);

        mprintf("SIMULATION_TYPE = %d\n", SIMULATION_TYPE);

        mprintf("BATCH_SIZE = %d\n", BATCH_SIZE);

        mprintf("DISPLAY_LOCK = %d\n", DISPLAY_LOCK);

        mprintf("TRUE_TRACK = %d\n", TRUE_TRACK);

        mprintf("DETECTIONS = %d\n", DETECTIONS);

        mprintf("FILTERED_TRACK = %d\n", FILTERED_TRACK);
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        mprintf("PLOT_TYPE = %d\n", PLOT_TYPE);

        mprintf("ERROR_PLOT = %d\n", ERROR_PLOT);

        mprintf("TARGET_MODEL = %d\n", TARGET_MODEL);

        mprintf("DETECT_MISSED = %d\n", DETECT_MISSED);

        mprintf("DETECT_MISSED_SIZE = %d\n", DETECT_MISSED_SIZE);

        mprintf("DETECT_TRANSIENT = %d\n", DETECT_TRANSIENT);

        mprintf("DETECT_TRANSIENT_SIZE = %d\n", DETECT_TRANSIENT_SIZE);

    end;

endfunction

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//Control panel update functions

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

function update_filter_type()

    global FILTER_TYPE;

    global PARTICLES_PF;

    global ALPHA_ABF;

    global BETA_ABF;

    if(get(gcbo, "tag") == "particle") then

        FILTER_TYPE = PARTICLE;

        set("filter_ui/frame_left/frame_auxiliary_plots/pcrlb_plot", "enable", "on");

    elseif(get(gcbo, "tag") == "alpha_beta") then

        FILTER_TYPE = ALPHA_BETA;

        set("filter_ui/frame_left/frame_auxiliary_plots/pcrlb_plot", "enable", "off");

    elseif(get(gcbo, "tag") == "kalman") then

        FILTER_TYPE = KALMAN;

        set("filter_ui/frame_left/frame_auxiliary_plots/pcrlb_plot", "enable", "off");

    elseif(get(gcbo, "tag") == "particles_pf") then

        PARTICLES_PF = get(gcbo, "value");

    elseif(get(gcbo, "tag") == "alpha_abf") then

        ALPHA_ABF = get(gcbo, "value");

    elseif(get(gcbo, "tag") == "beta_abf") then
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        BETA_ABF = get(gcbo, "value");

    end;

    if(DEBUG == TRUE) then

        disp("update_noise_model()...");

        mprintf("FILTER_TYPE = %d\n", FILTER_TYPE);

        mprintf("PARTICLES_PF = %d\n", PARTICLES_PF);

        mprintf("ALPHA_ABF = %1.2f\n", ALPHA_ABF);

        mprintf("BETA_ABF = %1.2f\n", BETA_ABF);

    end;

endfunction

function update_noise_model()

    global NOISE_MODEL;

    if(get(gcbo, "tag") == "none") then

        NOISE_MODEL = NONE;

    elseif(get(gcbo, "tag") == "gaussian") then

        NOISE_MODEL = GAUSSIAN;

    elseif(get(gcbo, "tag") == "laplacian") then

        NOISE_MODEL = LAPLACIAN;

    end;

    if(DEBUG == TRUE) then

        disp("update_noise_model()...");

        mprintf("NOISE_MODEL = %d\n", NOISE_MODEL);

    end;

endfunction

function update_simulation_type()

    global SIMULATION_TYPE;

    global BATCH_SIZE;

    global DISPLAY_LOCK;
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    if(get(gcbo, "tag") == "single_shot") then

        SIMULATION_TYPE = SINGLE_SHOT;

    elseif(get(gcbo, "tag") == "batch") then

        SIMULATION_TYPE = BATCH;

    elseif(get(gcbo, "tag") == "batch_size") then

        BATCH_SIZE = get(gcbo, "value");

    elseif(get(gcbo, "tag") == "display_lock") then

        DISPLAY_LOCK = DISPLAY_LOCK * FALSE;

    end;

    if(DEBUG == TRUE) then

        disp("update_simulation_type()...");

        mprintf("SIMULATION_TYPE = %d\n", SIMULATION_TYPE);

        mprintf("BATCH_SIZE = %d\n", BATCH_SIZE);

        mprintf("DISPLAY_LOCK = %d\n", DISPLAY_LOCK);

    end;

endfunction

function update_visible_plots()

    global TRUE_TRACK;

    global DETECTIONS;

    global FILTERED_TRACK;

    if get(gcbo, "tag") == "true_track" then

        TRUE_TRACK = TRUE_TRACK * FALSE;

    elseif get(gcbo, "tag") == "detections" then

        DETECTIONS = DETECTIONS * FALSE;

    elseif get(gcbo, "tag") == "filtered_track" then

        FILTERED_TRACK = FILTERED_TRACK * FALSE;

    end;

    update_plot();

    

    if(DEBUG == TRUE) then
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        disp("update_visible_plots()...");

        mprintf("TRUE_TRACK = %d\n", TRUE_TRACK);

        mprintf("DETECTIONS = %d\n", DETECTIONS);

        mprintf("FILTERED_TRACK = %d\n", FILTERED_TRACK);

    end;

endfunction

function update_auxiliary_plots()

    global ERROR_PLOT;

    global PCRLB_PLOT;

    if get(gcbo, "tag") == "error_plot" then

        ERROR_PLOT = ERROR_PLOT * FALSE;

    elseif get(gcbo, "tag") == "pcrlb_plot" then

        PCRLB_PLOT = PCRLB_PLOT * FALSE;

    end;

    if(DEBUG == TRUE) then

        disp("update_auxiliary_plots()...");

        mprintf("ERROR_PLOT = %d\n", ERROR_PLOT);

        mprintf("PCRLB_PLOT = %d\n", PCRLB_PLOT);

    end;

endfunction

function update_plot_type()

    global PLOT_TYPE;

    if get(gcbo, "tag") == "plot_2d_horz" then

        PLOT_TYPE = PLOT_2D_HORZ;

    elseif get(gcbo, "tag") == "plot_2d_vert" then

        PLOT_TYPE = PLOT_2D_VERT;

    elseif get(gcbo, "tag") == "plot_3d" then

        PLOT_TYPE = PLOT_3D;

    end;
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    if(DEBUG == TRUE) then

        disp("update_plot_type()...");

        mprintf("PLOT_TYPE = %d\n", PLOT_TYPE);

    end;

endfunction

function update_detect_parameters()

    global DETECT_MISSED;

    global DETECT_MISSED_SIZE;

    global DETECT_TRANSIENT;

    global DETECT_TRANSIENT_SIZE;

    if get(gcbo, "tag") == "detect_missed" then

        DETECT_MISSED = DETECT_MISSED * FALSE;

    elseif(get(gcbo, "tag") == "detect_missed_size") then

        DETECT_MISSED_SIZE = get(gcbo, "value");

    elseif get(gcbo, "tag") == "detect_transient" then

        DETECT_TRANSIENT = DETECT_TRANSIENT * FALSE;

    elseif(get(gcbo, "tag") == "detect_transient_size") then

        DETECT_TRANSIENT_SIZE = get(gcbo, "value");

    end;

    if(DEBUG == TRUE) then

        disp("update_detect_parameters()...");

        mprintf("DETECT_MISSED = %d\n", DETECT_MISSED);

        mprintf("DETECT_MISSED_SIZE = %d\n", DETECT_MISSED_SIZE);

        mprintf("DETECT_TRANSIENT = %d\n", DETECT_TRANSIENT);

        mprintf("DETECT_TRANSIENT_SIZE = %d\n", DETECT_TRANSIENT_SIZE);

    end;

endfunction

function update_target_model()

    global TARGET_MODEL;
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    TARGET_MODEL = get(gcbo, "value");

    generate_true();

    if(DEBUG == TRUE) then

        disp("update_target_model()...");

        mprintf("TARGET_MODEL = %d\n", TARGET_MODEL);

    end;

endfunction

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//Generate true target track

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

function generate_true()

    global TARGET_MODEL;

    global t;

    global x_true;

    if(TARGET_MODEL == SPIRAL_DIVE) then

        x1 = cos(2 * %pi * t / m); //aircraft dive

        x2 = SPIRAL_AMPLITUDE * sin(SPIRAL_RATE * 2 * %pi * t / m); //aircraft spiral

        x_true = x1 + x2;

    elseif(TARGET_MODEL == RANDOM) then

        x_true = rand(1, m); //true target position - "random"

    elseif(TARGET_MODEL == SINUSOIDAL) then

        x_true = sin(2 * %pi * t / 50); //true target position - sinusoidal

    elseif(TARGET_MODEL == LINEAR) then

        x_true = ones(1, m); //true target position - linear

    end;

endfunction

//////////////////////////////////////////////////
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//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//Generate target detections

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

function generate_detections()

    global NOISE_MODEL;

    global DETECT_MISSED;

    global DETECT_MISSED_SIZE;

    global DETECT_TRANSIENT;

    global DETECT_TRANSIENT_SIZE;

    global x_true;

    global x_detections;

    noisegen(1, m, Gaussian_noise_std_dev); //Gaussian noise generator

    seed = getdate("s"); //get current date in seconds for rng seed

    rand("seed", seed); //seed random number generator

    if(NOISE_MODEL == NONE) then

        x_detections = x_true;

    elseif(NOISE_MODEL == GAUSSIAN) then

        x_detections = x_true + feval(t, Noise); //Gaussian noise

    elseif(NOISE_MODEL == LAPLACIAN) then

        noise = rand(1, m, "uniform"); //default

        for(i = 1:m)

            if(noise(i) > 0.5) then

temp1 = log(2 * (1 - noise(i)));

temp2 = (-1 * (sqrt(Laplacian_noise_variance) * (1 / sqrt(2))) * real(temp1));

x_detections(i) = x_true(i) + (noise_scale * temp2);

laplacian_noise(i) = temp2;

            else

temp1 = log(2 * noise(i));

temp2 = (sqrt(Laplacian_noise_variance) * (1 / sqrt(2)) * real(temp1));

x_detections(i) = x_true(i) + (noise_scale * temp2);
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laplacian_noise(i) = temp2;

            end;

        end;        

    end;

    if(DEBUG_NOISE == TRUE)

        if(NOISE_MODEL == NONE) then

            if (get_figure_handle(100003) <> []) then

xdel(100003);

            end;

        elseif(NOISE_MODEL == GAUSSIAN) then

            f = gca();

            scf(100003);

            set(gca(), "auto_clear", "on");

            subplot(121);

            plot(feval(t, Noise));

            xgrid(1);

            title('Noise Data Plot');

            subplot(122);

            histplot(n, feval(t, Noise));

            a = gca();

            xgrid(1);

            title('Noise Histogram Plot');

            set(gca(), "auto_clear", "off");

            sca(f);

        elseif(NOISE_MODEL == LAPLACIAN) then

            f = gca();

            scf(100003);

            set(gca(), "auto_clear", "on");

            subplot(121);

            plot(laplacian_noise);

            xgrid(1);

            title('Noise Data Plot');

            subplot(122);
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            histplot(n, laplacian_noise);

            a = gca();

            xgrid(1);

            title('Noise Histogram Plot');

            set(gca(), "auto_clear", "off");

            sca(f);

        end;    

    else

        if (get_figure_handle(100003) <> []) then

            xdel(100003);

        end;

    end;

    if(DETECT_MISSED == TRUE) then

        missed = round(m * (DETECT_MISSED_SIZE / 100));

        for(i = 1:missed)

            missed_index = round(rand(1) * m);

            while((missed_index == 0) | isnan(x_detections(missed_index)))

                missed_index = round(rand(1) * m);

            end;

            x_detections(missed_index) = %nan;

        end;

    end;

    if(DETECT_TRANSIENT == TRUE) then

        transient_index = round(rand(1) * m);

        while(transient_index == 0)

            transient_index = round(rand(1) * m);

        end;

        if(x_detections(transient_index) >= 0) then

            transient_polarity = 1;            

        else

            transient_polarity = -1;
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        end;

        x_detections(transient_index) = x_detections(transient_index) + (transient_polarity

* max(x_true) * DETECT_TRANSIENT_SIZE / 100);

        if(DEBUG == TRUE) then

            disp("generate_detections()...");

            mprintf("transient_index = %d\n", transient_index);

            mprintf("transient_polarity = %d\n", transient_polarity);

        end;

    end;

endfunction

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//Generate filtered

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

function generate_filtered()

    global FILTER_TYPE;

    global PARTICLES_PF;

    global ALPHA_ABF;

    global BETA_ABF;

    global t;

    global x_detections;

    global x_filtered;

    global x_true;

    if(FILTER_TYPE == PARTICLE) then

        y_initial = x_detections(1); //initial filter state

        var_measure = 0.1; //measurement noise covariance

        var_init_est = 0.1; //variance of the initial estimate

        y_particles = []; //array of particles

        //initialise randomly generated particles
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        for(i = 1:PARTICLES_PF)

            y_particles(i) = (2.4 * rand(1)) - 1.2;

        end;

        y_estimate = y_initial; //current particle filter estimate

        for(i = 1:m) //observation interval

            if(i <> 1)

if(~isnan(x_detections(i)) & ~isnan(x_detections(i - 1))) then

y = x_detections(i); //current detection

for(j = 1:PARTICLES_PF)

particle_update(j) = y_particles(j) + (x_detections(i) - x_detections(i - 1));

particle_weights(j) = (1 / sqrt(2 * %pi * var_measure)) * exp(-(y

- particle_update(j))^2 / (2 * var_measure));

end;

particle_weights = particle_weights ./ sum(particle_weights);

//normalize PDF (i.e. sum to 1)

//resample

for(j = 1:PARTICLES_PF)

y_particles(j) = particle_update(find(rand(1) <= cumsum(particle_weights), 1));

end;

y_estimate = mean(y_particles);

end;

            else

if(~isnan(x_detections(i))) then

y = x_detections(i); //current detection

for(j = 1:PARTICLES_PF)

particle_update(j) = y_particles(j);

particle_weights(j) = (1 / sqrt(2 * %pi * var_measure)) * exp(-(y

- particle_update(j))^2 / (2 * var_measure));

end;

particle_weights = particle_weights ./ sum(particle_weights);
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//normalize PDF (i.e. sum to 1)

//resample

for(j = 1:PARTICLES_PF)

y_particles(j) = particle_update(find(rand(1) <= cumsum(particle_weights), 1));

end;

y_estimate = mean(y_particles);

end;

            end;

            x_filtered(i) = y_estimate;

        end;

    elseif(FILTER_TYPE == ALPHA_BETA) then

        xk_past = 0; //initial filtered position

        vk_past = 0; //initial filtered velocity

        for(i = 1:m)

            xk_now = xk_past + (vk_past * di_abf);

//current predicted position = past filtered position + 

//(past filtered velocity * detection interval)

            vk_now = vk_past; //current filtered velocity = past filtered velocity

            if(~isnan(x_detections(i))) then

rk = x_detections(i) - xk_now; 

//deviation = measured target position - current predicted position

            else

rk = 0;

            end;

            xk_now = xk_now + (ALPHA_ABF * rk); 

//current predicted position = current predicted position + (alpha * deviation)

            vk_now = vk_now + ((BETA_ABF * rk) / di_abf);

//current filtered velocity = current filtered velocity +

// (beta * deviation / detection interval)

            xk_past = xk_now; //past predicted position = current predicted position
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            vk_past = vk_now; //past filtered velocity = current filtered velocity

            x_filtered(i) = xk_now; //filtered position

        end;

    elseif(FILTER_TYPE == KALMAN) then

if(~isnan(x_detections(1))) then

        X0 = [x_detections(1) ; 0 ; 0]; //fixed velocity, zero acceleration

        else

            X0 = [0 ; 0 ; 0]; //fixed velocity, zero acceleration

            error = 0;

        end;

        tau = 1; //target position sampling time interval

        measure_noise_variance = 0.1; //noise variance

        state_noise_variance = 0.1; //state noise variance

        X = X0; //initial estimate for the state vector

        S_matrix = [1 1 1 ; 1 1 1 ; 1 1 1]; //initial value of the predication covariance matrix

        PHI = [1 tau ((tau^2) / 2) ; 0 1 tau ; 0 0 1]; //initial value of the transition matrix PHI

        //covariance matrix for the state noise

        Q_matrix(1, 1) = (state_noise_variance * (tau^5)) / 20;

        Q_matrix(1, 2) = (state_noise_variance * (tau^4)) / 8;

        Q_matrix(1, 3) = (state_noise_variance * (tau^3)) / 6;

        Q_matrix(2, 1) = Q_matrix(1, 2);

        Q_matrix(2, 2) = (state_noise_variance * (tau^3)) / 3;

        Q_matrix(2, 3) = (state_noise_variance * (tau^2)) / 2;

        Q_matrix(3, 1) = Q_matrix(1, 3);

        Q_matrix(3, 2) = Q_matrix(2, 3);

        Q_matrix(3, 3) = state_noise_variance * tau;

        for(i = 1:m)    

            XN = PHI * X;

            S_matrix = PHI * S_matrix * PHI' + Q_matrix;

            //Kalman filter gain computation
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            Kalman_gain(1) = S_matrix(1, 1) / (S_matrix(1, 1) + measure_noise_variance);

            Kalman_gain(2) = S_matrix(1, 2) / (S_matrix(1, 1) + measure_noise_variance);

            Kalman_gain(3) = S_matrix(1, 3) / (S_matrix(1, 1) + measure_noise_variance);

            //update state estimate

            if(~isnan(x_detections(i))) then

                error = x_detections(i) + (rand(1, "normal") / 10) - XN(1);

            end;

            X(1) = XN(1) + (Kalman_gain(1) * error);

            X(2) = XN(2) + (Kalman_gain(2) * error);

            X(3) = XN(3) + (Kalman_gain(3) * error);

            x_filtered(i) = X(1);

            //update the error covariance matrix

            S_matrix(1, 1) = S_matrix(1, 1) * (1 - Kalman_gain(1));

            S_matrix(1, 2) = S_matrix(1, 2) * (1 - Kalman_gain(1));

            S_matrix(1, 3) = S_matrix(1, 3) * (1 - Kalman_gain(1));

            S_matrix(2, 1) = S_matrix(1, 2);

            S_matrix(2, 2) = -Kalman_gain(2) * S_matrix(1, 2) + S_matrix(2, 2);

            S_matrix(2, 3) = -Kalman_gain(2) * S_matrix(1, 3) + S_matrix(2, 3);

            S_matrix(3, 1) = S_matrix(1, 3);

            S_matrix(3, 3) = -Kalman_gain(3) * S_matrix(1, 3) + S_matrix(3, 3);

        end;

    end;

endfunction

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//Compute error metrics

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

function compute_error()

    global x_true;

    global x_detections;

    global x_filtered;
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    global xd_errors;

    global xf_errors;

    global rmse_fil;

    global rmse_det;

    global pcrlb;

    rmse_fil = 0;

    rmse_det = 0;

    for(i = 1:m)

        if(~isnan(x_detections(i))) then

            xd_errors(i) = x_true(i) - x_detections(i);

            xf_errors(i) = x_true(i) - x_filtered(i);

            pcrlb(i) = pcrlb(i) + (xf_errors(i))^2;

            rmse_fil = rmse_fil + (x_true(i) - x_filtered(i))^2;

            rmse_det = rmse_det + (x_true(i) - x_detections(i))^2;

        else

            xd_errors(i) = 0;

            xf_errors(i) = 0;

        end;

    end;

    if(DETECT_MISSED == TRUE) then

        missed = round(m * (DETECT_MISSED_SIZE / 100));

    else

        missed = 0 ;

    end;

    rmse_fil = sqrt(rmse_fil / (m - missed));

    rmse_det = sqrt(rmse_det / (m - missed));

endfunction

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//Save results

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

function save_results()
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    global FILTER_TYPE;

    global PARTICLES_PF;

    global ALPHA_ABF;

    global BETA_ABF;

    global NOISE_MODEL;

    global SIMULATION_TYPE;

    global BATCH_SIZE;

    global DISPLAY_LOCK;

    global TRUE_TRACK;

    global DETECTIONS;

    global FILTERED_TRACK;

    global PLOT_TYPE;

    global ERROR_PLOT;

    global TARGET_MODEL;

    global DETECT_MISSED;

    global DETECT_MISSED_SIZE;

    global DETECT_TRANSIENT;

    global DETECT_TRANSIENT_SIZE;

    global rmse_fil;

    global rmse_det;

    global time;

    global filename_results;

    global filename_data;

    global t;

    global x_true;

    global x_detections;

    global x_filtered;

    global xd_errors;

    global xf_errors;

    global pcrlb;

    global batch_rmse_filtered;

    global batch_rmse_detections;

    global batch_simulation_time;
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    c = clock();

    filename_base = string(c(1)) + '-';

    if(c(2) > 9) then

        filename_base = filename_base + string(c(2)) + '-';

    else

        filename_base = filename_base + '0' + string(c(2)) + '-';

    end

    if(c(3) > 9) then

        filename_base = filename_base + string(c(3)) + '_';

    else

        filename_base = filename_base + '0' + string(c(3)) + '_';

    end

    if(c(4) > 9) then

        filename_base = filename_base + string(c(4)) + '-';

    else

        filename_base = filename_base + '0' + string(c(4)) + '-';

    end

    if(c(5) > 9) then

        filename_base = filename_base + string(c(5)) + '-';

    else

        filename_base = filename_base + '0' + string(c(5)) + '-';

    end

    if(int(c(6)) > 9) then

        filename_base = filename_base + string(int(c(6)));

    else

        filename_base = filename_base + '0' + string(int(c(6)));

    end

    filename_results = pwd() + '\' + filename_base + '.txt';

    //save simulation results

    fid = mopen(filename_results, 'wt');

    if(fid == -1) then

        error("Cannot open file for writing.");
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    else

        mputl("RMSE Filtered: " + string(rmse_fil * 100) + " %", fid);

        mputl("RMSE  Detections: " + string(rmse_det * 100) + " %", fid);

        mputl("Simulation Time: " + string(time) + " s", fid);

        mputl("", fid);

        mputl("", fid);

        mputl("Configuration:", fid);

        mputl("FILTER_TYPE = " + string(FILTER_TYPE), fid);

        mputl("PARTICLES_PF = " + string(PARTICLES_PF), fid);

        mputl("ALPHA_ABF = " + string(ALPHA_ABF), fid);

        mputl("BETA_ABF = " + string(BETA_ABF), fid);

        mputl("NOISE_MODEL = " + string(NOISE_MODEL), fid);

        mputl("SIMULATION_TYPE = " + string(SIMULATION_TYPE), fid);

        mputl("BATCH_SIZE = " + string(BATCH_SIZE), fid);

        mputl("DISPLAY_LOCK = " + string(DISPLAY_LOCK), fid);

        mputl("TRUE_TRACK = " + string(TRUE_TRACK), fid);

        mputl("DETECTIONS = " + string(DETECTIONS), fid);

        mputl("FILTERED_TRACK = " + string(FILTERED_TRACK), fid);

        mputl("PLOT_TYPE = " + string(PLOT_TYPE), fid);

        mputl("ERROR_PLOT = " + string(ERROR_PLOT), fid);

        mputl("TARGET_MODEL = " + string(TARGET_MODEL), fid);

        mputl("DETECT_MISSED = " + string(DETECT_MISSED), fid);

        mputl("DETECT_MISSED_SIZE = " + string(DETECT_MISSED_SIZE), fid);

        mputl("DETECT_TRANSIENT = " + string(DETECT_TRANSIENT), fid);

        mputl("DETECT_TRANSIENT_SIZE = " + string(DETECT_TRANSIENT_SIZE), fid);

        mclose(fid);

    end;

    //save simulation data

    filename_data = pwd() + '\' + filename_base + '_data.txt';

    fid = mopen(filename_data, 'wt');

    if(fid == -1) then

        error("Cannot open file for writing.");

    else
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        if(SIMULATION_TYPE == SINGLE_SHOT) then

            mputl("TIME TRUE DETECTIONS FILTERED DETECTIONS-ERRORS 

FILTERED-ERRORS", fid);

            for(i = 1:m)

                temp = string(t(i)) + ' ' + string(x_true(i)) + ' ' + string(x_detections(i))

+ ' ' + string(x_filtered(i)) + ' ' + string(xd_errors(i)) + ' ' + string(xf_errors(i));

                mputl(temp, fid);

            end;

        elseif(SIMULATION_TYPE == BATCH) then

            mputl("SIMULATION DETECTIONS-RMSE FILTERED-RMSE

SIMULATION-TIME", fid);

            for(i = 1:BATCH_SIZE)

                temp = string(i) + ' ' + string(batch_rmse_detections(i))

+ ' ' + string(batch_rmse_filtered(i)) + ' ' + string(batch_simulation_time(i));

                mputl(temp, fid);

            end;

        end;

        mputl('', fid);

        mputl('PCRLB', fid);

        for(i = 1:m)

            temp = string(i) + ' ' + string(pcrlb(i));

            mputl(temp, fid);

        end;

        mclose(fid);

    end;

endfunction

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//Display auxiliary plots

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

function display_aux_plots()

    global ERROR_PLOT;

    global PCRLB_PLOT;
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    global xd_errors;

    global xf_errors;

    global pcrlb;

    global time;

    plot_legend = '' ;

    

    if(ERROR_PLOT == TRUE) then

        f = gca();

        scf(100002);

        drawlater();

        

        set(gca(), "auto_clear", "on");

        plot2d3(t, xd_errors);

        c = gca();

        p = c.children.children(1);

        p.thickness = 10;

        p.foreground = 9; //dark blue

        plot_legend = cat(1, plot_legend, 'Detection Error');

        set(gca(), "auto_clear", "off");

        plot2d(t, xf_errors);

        c = gca();

        p = c.children.children(1);

        p.line_mode = "on";

        p.mark_mode = "off";

        p.thickness = 2;

        p.foreground = 3; //green

        plot_legend = cat(1, plot_legend, 'Filter Error');

        xgrid(1);
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        p = c.x_label;

p.font_size = 3;

xlabel('Time');

p = c.y_label;

p.font_size = 3;

ylabel('Error');

p = c.title;

p.font_size = 4;

title('Detection & Filter Errors versus Time');

legend(plot_legend);

e = gce();

e.font_size = 2;

c.data_bounds = [0, -1; m, 1];

        drawnow();

        sca(f);

    else

        if (get_figure_handle(100002) <> []) then

            xdel(100002);

        end;

    end; 

    if(PCRLB_PLOT == TRUE & (get("filter_ui/frame_left/frame_auxiliary_plots

/pcrlb_plot", "enable") == "on")) then

        f = gca();

        scf(100003);

        drawlater();

        set(gca(), "auto_clear", "on");

        plot2d(t, pcrlb);

        c = gca();
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        p = c.children.children(1);

        p.line_mode = "on";

        p.mark_mode = "off";

        p.thickness = 2;

        p.foreground = 6; //magenta

        if(SIMULATION_TYPE == BATCH) then

            plot_legend = cat(1, plot_legend, 'NP = ' + string(PARTICLES_PF) + ', BS = '

+ string(BATCH_SIZE));

        else

            plot_legend = cat(1, plot_legend, 'NP = ' + string(PARTICLES_PF) + ', BS = 1');

        end;

        xgrid(1);

        p = c.x_label;

        p.font_size = 3;

        xlabel('Time');

        p = c.y_label;

        p.font_size = 3;

        ylabel('PCRLB');

        p = c.title;

        p.font_size = 4;

        title('PCRLB versus Time');

        legend(plot_legend);

        e = gce();

        e.font_size = 2;

        c.data_bounds = [0, 0; m, max(pcrlb)];

        drawnow();

        

        sca(f);

    else

        if (get_figure_handle(100003) <> []) then

            xdel(100003);

        end;
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    end; 

endfunction

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//Display simulation results

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

function display_results()

    global rmse_fil;

    global rmse_det;

    global time;

    global filename_results;

    msg = msprintf(...

        gettext(...

            "\nRMSE Filtered: " + string(rmse_fil * 100) + " %%" +...

            "\n" +...

            "\nRMSE Detections: " + string(rmse_det * 100) + " %%" +...

            "\n" +...

            "\nSimulation Time: " + string(time) + " s" +...

            "\n" +...

            "\nFilename: " + filename_results ...

        )...

    );

    messagebox(msg, gettext("Simulation Results"), "info", "modal");

endfunction

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

//Initialize

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

function initialize()

    global t;

    global x_detections;
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    global x_filtered;

    global xd_errors;

    global xf_errors;

    global pcrlb;

    global rmse_fil;

    global rmse_det;

    global time;

    

    t = linspace(1, m, n); 

//(start of simulation, simulation length, number of target detections in simulation length)

    generate_true();

    x_detections = zeros(1, m);

    x_filtered = zeros(1, m);

    xd_errors = zeros(1, m);

    xf_errors = zeros(1, m);

    pcrlb = zeros(1, m);

    rmse_fil = 0;

    rmse_det = 0;

    time = 0;

    

    if(DEBUG_SPIRAL_DIVE == TRUE) then

        plot2d(t, x_true);

        c = gca();

        p = c.children.children(1);

        p.line_mode = "on";

        p.mark_mode = "off";

        p.thickness = 2;

        p.foreground = 2;   //blue

        set(gca(), "auto_clear", "off");

        xgrid(1);

        p = c.x_label;

        p.font_size = 3;

        xlabel('X');

        p = c.y_label;
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p.font_size = 3;

ylabel('Z');

p = c.title;

p.font_size = 4;

title('Target Spiral-Dive External Model');

c.data_bounds = [0, -1.5; m, 1.5];

    end;

endfunction

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

initialize();

uicontrol_filter();
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Appendix B : EBE Faculty – Assessment of Ethics in Research
Projects
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